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Join the growing number of companies who profit from 

macro-infusing trees in under 1 hour. 
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Call now for times and locations for complete macro-infusion 

Seminars & Demos 
2000 Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements 
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• Produce mulch in one pass 
• Uniform product of almost any size 
• Nothing processes green waste better 
• Easy to transport - no permits 
• The size  reduction is contained inside 

of the cuttermill 
• Reduce logs 30" in diameter and 

larger 
• Unique cutting system limits 

fuel consumption and horsepower 
requirements 

• Tough to hang up, tough to plug 
• Wet material - stringy material - 

no problem 

F91%WLj I I 
INDUSTRIES, 
INCORPORATED 
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, MI 49340 

PHONE: 

E-Mail: 
Whit 

(800) 952.0178 
FAX (517) 

brushbandit@worldnet.att.net  

OR 

wwhinrlitthinnprqrnm 

561-2273 
(517) 561-2270 

Please circle 12 on Reader Service Card 



Being our own Best Friends . 

Sometimes you read something in a publication that just strikes you the wrong  
, way. I recently experienced that and want to share my thoughts with you. If those of 

us who are employers can accept some of the things that are in the new employment L environment and truly embrace them, we are being our own best friends. Tree Care Inth1st/: 

The article dealt with the issue of figuring out what it will take to retain employ- U 
Publisher 

ees—a worthy goal. The tone of a great part of the article dealt less with Cynthia Mills. CAE 
self-examination of our work environments and more with a great beating of the chest 

for the loss of company loyalty. In my opinion, there were a number of issues missing from the thesis. 
Editor 

Mark Garvin First: Companies were part of the formula that led to the loss of company loyalty. Companies 
in the 1980s and early '90s broke this bond. Employers need to accept responsibility for those Technical Editor 

decisions and the consequences we are reaping now—a disheartened work force that learned the Peter Gerstenberer 

skill of self-protection and the art of self-promotion for the future. While massive downsizing and Graphic Designer 

loss of jobs were very rare in the world of arboriculture (something company owners might want Martha Brisk 

to stress with new hires), we can't ignore the record in other industries. Many American corpora- Publication Manager 

tions have learned that their slicing and dicing of middle management was too extreme and are Patricia Felix 

reversing their decisions—if they could only find the employees. Marketing Communications 

Second: It was the current pool of new and young employees who: watched their parents lose Manager 

their jobs -, witnessed divorces and lifestyle changes as a result of this; watched first-hand the price Chris Brown 

that company loyalty cost; decided they were not going to be victims; and rewrote the definition of 
being an employee. Accounting/Editorial/Sales Offices 

Third: For those who run family-owned businesses, a blood tie confers a loyalty that a non-family 3 Perimeter Road. Unit I 

employee can never match. Employees come into the situation knowing that there is a difference, and Manchester. NH 03103 

there always will be. Why would we expect them to think there wasn't? You can't get rid of your sister. 
PHONE: (603) 314-5380 

FAX: (603) 314-5386 
brother or uncle permanently, but you sure can get rid of an employee. E-Mail: NAA@natlarb.com  

Fourth: We continue to alienate our young employees by speaking of a corporate value that they iiwv.NATLARB.com  

have never experienced. Frustration builds for the company when it thinks it is demonstrating company Circulation 

loyalty and isn't getting employee loyalty back. The-N .  expect 1970's-style loyalty will be returned by TCI. P0 Box 15907 

employees in the 21t  century. Guess what? The employee really does not know what that looks like. North Hollywood. CA 91615-5907 

Think about it. It was expected when you came along. They don't expect it, and they've already 
FAX: 818-760-4490 

made the decision that they work for themselves . . . not for you. And, they can go down the road U 

and command it in another industry or with another company. They've never experienced a com- National Arborist Association 

pany taking care of them from 21 to retirement. They've witnessed that it didn't happen to their 2000 Officers & Directors 

parents. Communicating with them as if they are going to respond with company loyalty is like James Allard. Chairman 
speaking to them in aforeign language. Asplundh Tree Expert Company 

I am not saying that you will never have or develop loyal employees. I am saying it is not likely for Willow Grove. Pennsylvania 

a lifetime. We may not like the changes that have occurred in the company structure ofthis country, but Mark J. Tobin, Vice Chair 

we do have to live in it. Let me state the obvious: it is an employee's market. As the lady in the bagel H art ne y/Grey mont 
Needham. Massachusetts 

store told me the other day, "I'm competing with the retail store and the fast food chain down the street 
who are offering $9 per hourp/us a signing bonus of $500. It's just toasting bagels!" 

Tim Johnson, Senior Director 
Artistic Arborist 

For those of you whose emotions have been pricked by this editorial, let me say that this is exactly Phoenix. Arizona 

how I felt when I read the article. So think about those employees who are 15 to 20 years younger. If Rusty Girouard 

they saw that article, they're either hopping mad, or they're totally bewildered by the topic. Madison Tree Service. Inc. 

We can be our own best friend and retain employees. We have to let go of making employees feel 
Milford. Ohio 

guilty by expecting them to return a former business value that is not going to reappear. We do have Gregory S. Daniels 
The F.A.Bartlett Tree Expert Co 

control of changing our interactions with them in the current work environment. They have nothing to Stamford. Connecticut 

feel guilty for, and we have everything to gain by adapting to a work environment that is fluid. Dan Christie 
The tree care industry is fortunate that so many of our members do have long-term employees— Metropolitan Forestry Services. Inc. 

and are proud of it. While we will never return to the 'good olde days," there are things you can do Ballwin. Missouri 

to raise this lowered level of loyalty. More on that in future columns. Thomas J. Golon 
Wonderland Tree Care. Inc. 

Oyster Bay. NY 

John C. Britton 
Britton Tree Services. Inc. 

Cynthia Mills, CAE St. Helena. CA 

Publisher Mark Shipp 
Oiilv\. Gilbert. Norris & Hill Insurance 

Copyright 2000 by the National Arborist Association. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohib- Santa Barbara. CA 
ited. The National Arborisi Association is dedicated to the advancement of commercial tree care businesses. Reference to commercial products 

Tim Hams or brand names in editorial does not constitute an endorsement by Tree Care Industry magazine or the National Arborist Association. Tree Care 
kley Tree Sevice. Inc. Industry  (ISSN 1059-0528) is published monthly by the National Arborist Association. 3 Perimeter Road, Unit I. Manchester, NH 03103. Buc

Waukesha. WI Subscriptions $30 per year (Canadian/International orders $45 per year. U.S. funds: $2.50 per single copy). Periodicals postage paid at Amherst, NH and 
additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Tree Care Industry, P0 Box 15907, North Hollywood. CA 91615-5907. BPA \V/ 
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TM simple, available and cost effective, 
TEREX TELELECT 	// ANC 1  

600 Oakwood Road • Watertown. SD 57201 • (605) 882-4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842 

LORAIN. PEINER P&H.  TEREX 
MC IW KOEHRING. BENDINI BPI 
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Rehabilitative Pruning for 
Trees 
By Cass Turnbull 

The Future of Tree Care: 
Educating the Next Generation 
By Robert Rouse and Colleen Heratv 

I The lO Worst & lO Best Trees: 
From A Disease Perspective 

Carving a Profitable Niche 
in a Specialized Market 
BY Rick How/and 

O Outlook 
By Cynthia Mills, CAE 
Today's workers have learned some 
different lessons. 

16 Branch Office 
By ,%vne Outlaw 
Solving today's staffing shortage is 
the most crucial challenge facing 
your business. 

Cutting Edge 
New products and news in the tree 
care industry 

Good pruning should only make trees better, never worse. 
Most arborists have been called out to see if they can save 
a tree that has suffered from uneducated hands. Learn what 
you can do to rehabilitate trees you miht have thoulit 
were too far gone. 

Apple scab on a leaf. Photo 
courtesy Dr. Paul Pecknold 
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Wolf Claw 
WOLF Tree Climbing Boat Harness 

The Wolf CIawTM climbing harness comes 
complete with standard length gaffs, tip cov-
ers, boot harness with 2-1/2" - 6" extension, 
and tote bag. 1 year Mfg. warranty. Pair. 

Item No. Description 	WILD AZ'SILE 
WC 1001 Wolf Claw Ratchet Type. 

S27995 

WC 1003 Wolf Claw Strap Type . . . 279 

Henry, our Wild Ass don-
key, thought that Y2K was 
the end . . . and he's in jail 
now. If you buy, he'll get out 
of trouble and you'll save 
lots of money. Read the full 
story on page 2 of our (frL't') 

Wild Ass" sale catalog- President 

HENRY 

SAMSON" Arbor-Flex 
T 	112" Climbing Rope 

OK Here is the deal We buv Samson 
1—TI 	Rope, particularly 1/2' Arbor-plex, 

.- 	- in huge quantities and pass the sav- 
ings on to you Stock up now while sup 

plies last. 
SAMSON is the name you can trust for rope. All their rope is 
manufactured to their highly recognized Quality Assurance 
Program to meet some of the most demanding requirements. We 
carry a full-line of arborist rope and equipment. 

Item No. 	Description 	 WILD ASS ILE 
21000R 	1/2" Arbor-PIex 600ft Roll (51 Ibs) ... s21 995 

. Dawys TM 
 - Climbers 

N ow is the the time to buy a pair of Red Dawgs. 
Quality, heavy-duty leather, Vibram®  sole, leather heel 
base with 430 heels, rolled padded top band, for com-
fo rt, and brass. Warrantied against defects in materials 

i 	. and workmanship for 90 days. Available in Dawgs 
color only; sizes 7-12 (half sizes in between), in 

.71 

.- "D" and "EE" widths. We carry numerous 
other boot styles. 

Item No. Description 	 WILD .455 SALE 
95 51802 	Red DawgsTM - Climber w/Regular Vibraml 69 

Item No. Description............... WILD ASS IILE 
51803 	Red DawgsTM - Climber w/FulI Vibram®. . 179 95  

Bailey's WoodsmanPRO 
Chain Saw Chaps 

WILD ASS SUE 
Per Pair Per Doz 

132 ORG RG 28 pad, 32' overall igth 
S3795 	S35 

132 ORG LG 30" pad, 34' overall lgth . . 
S389..5 . 36 95 

132 ORG XL 32 pad, 36' overall lgth . . s399-5...s3795 
132 ORG 2X 36" pad, 40" overall lgth . . 

S41 95 $3995 

Echo CS 3400

w. Top hand design and 
OUr most popular arborist 

light
_JAW .charm!m 

weight 
 tree. 33cc motor is 

rated to 12,000 RPM. Anti-vibration sys- 
N. tern allows you to run the saw much 

longer. Comes with an Oregon Double Guard 
bar and 91VG chain. We carry other saws and a 

full line of bars, chains, grinders, etc. 

Item No. 	Chainsaw Model 	WILD ASS .LE 
EC 3400 14 	3400 wI 14' Bar & Chain ..........

S24995  
EC 3400 16 	3400 w/ 16" Bar & Chain ......... S25995  

Bailey's is proud to offer this new, eco-
nomical protective chain saw chap with 
test proven protection. We carry other 
chap styles as well as a full line of safe-
ty products. 

Meets New FED-OSHA Requirements 
And are U.L. Approved 

Item Number Size 

World's Largest Mail Order Woodsman Supplies Company - 
Selling at Discounted Prices. 

riESTERN DIVISION HOME OFFICE) 	
-800-322-453 b 	

SOUTHEASTERN D!VIS 
Post Office Box 550. 44650 Hwy. 101 	 Post Office Box 9088, 196 Edwards Or. 

Laytonville, CA 95454 	 www.ba.leys-online.com 	 Jackson. TN 38314 
Phone (707) 984-6133 FAX (707) 984-8115 	

SOURCE CODE T8C2W4 	Phone (901) 422-1300 FAX (901) 422-6118 
E-MaII:baileys©baileys-online.com   
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continued from page 4 

22 Washington in Review 
By Peter Gerstenberger 
Regulations, citations and safety training for 
tree care businesses. 

34 Management Exchange 
By Arthur H. Bell, Ph.D. and 
Davie M. Smith, Ph.D. 
Guarding against employee theft and fraud is 
prudent business. 

Industry Almanac 
Important regional and national 
meetings and activities 

Classified Advertising 
Help wanted, services, businesses, 
new and used products for sale 

Science of Tree Care 
By Norm Helie 
Managing soil pH is one of the most 
important steps in growing healthy trees. 

Tree Notes 
fly Keith A. Regan 
\cws, stories, clips and information on 

C 

From the Field 
By Paul Goin 
Rescuing a cat becomes the good deed 
that pays handsome dividends. 

The best way to control tree diseases is by planting trees that resist 
them. Here's Professor Paul Pecknold's Top Ten list of best and 
worst trees—from a disease perspective. 

Specialization has become the rule in the market for grinding 
stumps. See how NAA member companies turn a profit. 

C1s mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest 
idustry news and information on regulations, standards, prac-

tices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to 
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, mu-
nicipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the 
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the non-
profit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same 
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the 
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide. 
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MODEL: 	4,/,g:  
(20 CU. YD. CAPACITY) 

I 

INDUSTRIES, INC. 

I 

PU 

Specifications: 
A. General: 

All G-60 Galvannealed Material 
(zinc coated, resists rust) 

All Wiring in Conduit 
Sealed Lexan Lens Lights Meet 

FMVSS 108 Specifications 
Anti-Sail Mud Flaps 
Hoist with Power Take Off 
Trailer Light Connector, Six Pole 
Pintle, Pin, or Pintle/Ball Combination Trailer 

Hitch with Tow Hooks 
Bodies: Mounted, Undercoated, Chemically 

Degreased, Coal Tar Epoxy Coating inside Chip Box, 
Primed and Painted 

Stainless Steel Hinge Pins with Grease Zerks 
Weatherproofed Tool Boxes 
Chipper Air Exhaust Vents 

B. Overall Body Dimensions: 
Length: 168" 
Height: 72" (Inside) 
Width: 92" 

C. Chip Box Material: (Galvannealed) 
Floor: 10-ga. plate 
Sides & Front: 12-ga. plate 
Top: 14-ga. plate 
Tailgate: 12-ga. plate with tubing frame 

(270: swing) 
Runners: 8" structural channel 
Cross Members: 3" structural channel 
Rear Vertical Support: formed 1/4" plate 
Rear Horizontal Support: 4" x 4" x 1/4" 

square tubing 

D. Tool Boxes: (14-ga. uaivannealed) 
Underbody Tool Boxes: 
(two) 48" long x 20" high x 20" deep 

"L" Cross Box: 
24" long x 92" wide x 26" high across chassis rails 
Door: 24" long x 48" high; six rope hooks, 
stationary shelf and water cooler holder 
Ladder Box: (inside chip box) 
143" long x 17" wide x 27" high 
Pruner Box: (inside chip box) 
168" long x 17" wide x 12" high 
Locks: 
Slam, keyed with hidden theft resistant rods 

E. Optional 
Tool boxes and Step-Type Rear Bumper 
Behind rear axle 34" long x 20" high x 20" deep 
Cab Protector 
Top Ladder Rack with Access Steps 
Electric Trailer Brake Control 
Wheel Chocks and Holder 

NOTE: Chassis Cabs Available to 
complete the package 102' 
CA Chassis Cab required. 	NATKYNAL ARE 

ASSOCIAT 

Li 

U 
10- 

.-..- 

1840 East Dixon Blvd. Shelby, NC 28150 
34 	 704.482.1477 1.800.331.7655 

Fax 704.482.2015 Fax 1.800.458.8296 
E-mail: southcxxThshelby.net  
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p reviously mal-pruned trees 
can be pruned to help re-es-
tablish a natural form and mini- 

mize 	future 	hazards. 	Such 
rehabilitative pruning, though rarely 
described in arboricultural literature, 
still makes up a significant part of the 
workload for arborists in many parts 
of the country. And, as the public be-
comes more aware of improper 
pruning, they increasingly turn to 
qualified arborists to help salvage 
their trees. 

There are three basic forms of mal-
pruning: topping, (non-selective 
heading cuts over 2 inches or 3 inches 
in diameter), tipping (smaller non-
selective heading) and over-thinning 
(taking off too many lower limbs—
also known as over-skirting, or too 
many interior laterals—also known as 
lion's tailing). 

The consequences of mal-pruning 
predictably fall into four categories. 
Afflicted trees may: 

rot out: 

send up watersprouts; 

be more susceptible to wind 

breakage; 

suffer limb die-back or complete 

death due to sun scald or starvation. 
But trees are masters of survival, 

and many can outgrow the damage 
and go on to lead normal, useful lives. 
The younger the tree, the better its 
chance of recovery. On the other 
hand, older trees, trees that have been 
severely mal-pruned and trees that 
have become dangerous will need to 
be removed. Here, too, the knowl-
edgeable arborist can help make the 
determination. 

Most deciduous trees react to mal-
pruning by sending up a mass of 
watersprouts—those rapidly growing, 
straight, skinny shoots that occur as 
a result of damage or stress. They are 
the trees' attempt to recreate the pho-
tosynthetic mass they need to survive. 
Watersprouts are sometimes errone-
ously referred to as suckers. (True 
suckers arise below the graft union 
and must all be removed to preserve 
the tree.) 

The typical human response to the  

upsurge of watersprout growth is to 
prune them all off. This causes even 
more unsightly shoots to regrow! Such 
a pruning regimen constitutes a battle 
against nature that ends only when the 
arborist or the tree gives up. Huge 
amounts of effort and money are 
wasted in the process. 

Good pruning should only make 
trees better, never worse, over the 
course of years. Over-thinning by an 
arborist may look nice now, but it 
locks the homeowner into increasing 
maintenance costs to remove the 
watersprouts every year. And ironi-
cally, it also makes the tree look awful 
for the other half of the year when the 
watersprouts prevail. Such pruning 
cannot be considered a service to ei-
ther the tree or the homeowner. The 
question is how to break the vicious 
cycle once it has begun. 

To attempt completing the rehabili-
tation in one session is a mistake, 
although the client often feels com-
pelled to "get on top of it right away." 
One simply reactivates the watersprout 
response if the tree has not yet re-
grown all the leaves it requires to 
self-maintain. It is better to spread the 
process out over several years, but not 
necessarily every year. Arborists of 
my acquaintance refer to five-year 
trees or ten-year trees, depending on 
how long it will take for the tree to 
recover. 

The key to rehabilitative pruning is 
patience, slowly narrowing the number 
of watersprouts down over the course of 
several years. Only when the 
watersprouts have reached the height the 
tree was (before being topped, tipped or 
lion's tailed) will they cease their speedy 
growth rate, begin to arch over, thicken-
up, and put on lateral shoots. In short, 
they will turn into the new crown. 

A year after the mal-pruning, you 
may choose to reduce the number of 
shoots, eliminating some of those that 
are obviously bad. For example, prune 
ones that are too crowded and may 
develop included bark or compete with 
more desirable candidates. Also, it is 
better to favor shoots that occur far-
ther from the cut ends since they 
generally form stronger attachments. 
This is not an obvious choice, as those 
shoots near the cut end may look more 
pleasing and more quickly resemble 

4; 

;, 	.. 	 . 

L H\. 

4 
: 

the original tree. Even so, leave three to 
five times the number of shoots that will 
eventually be retained. Certainly, it is 
appropriate to remove deadwood early 
on. Taking out the stubs and cleaning up 
bad cuts from the previous "pruning" 
will assist the tree in its recovery as well 
as dramatically improve its aesthetics. 

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 2000 



runing for Trees 
By Cass Turnbull 
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Late-stage rehabilitation results in high crown and 
few internal laterals. 

A topped tree with th 	to four ea-s of rego.; 

In succeedin g  years, more shoots are 
eliminated. You may choose to remove or 
head back a few of the longest shoots to 
force some framework to develop lower 
down, inside the crown (and to keep the 
homeowner calm, as well). As the tree ap-
proaches its previous size, finish up by 
eliminating the lesser competing branches. 

At all times, reduce the number of 
watersprouts in each cluster by: 

removing some of the smaller 
shoots—those that are losing the battle 
to become the dominant new limbs: 

keeping the watersprouts that have 
developed into branches with good but- 

tressing and/or collars: 

removing the shoots in each cluster 
that are too crowded, hang down, or face 
awkwardly inward: 

removing or heading-back some of 
those shoots that are growing most vigor-
ously and may be more prone to breakage 

TREE CARE INDUSTRY -  MAY 2000 
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"Moon shots" on a small tree that was headed into a ball. 

The cherry begins to water sprout. 

An especially difficult case exists 
when you are asked to rehab a tree (usu-
ally a small one) that has been tipped into 
the shape of a ball. One or two years later 
the watersprouts stick up and out all over, 
and the effect is that of moon shots leav-
ing earth's orbit. The overwhelming 
inclination is to take off all the 
watersprouts. But as we know, this sim-
ply reactivates the problem. The trick is 
to get the homeowner to leave the tree 
alone long enough for the watersprouts 
to turn back into branches. 

A visual illusion can be used to 
achieve this end. What upsets people is 
the contrast between the curvaceous. 
horizontal lower limbs and the straight. 
upright watersprouts of the upper or 
outer portion of the crown. If the pruner 
can reduce this aesthetic tension, then 
there is hope for the tree's owner to give 
the tree enough time to grow out of it. 
This is achieved in a way that is counter-
intuitive. You can prune the lower or 
internal portion to favor straight (less 
pretty) branches and, in the upper part 
of the tree, prune the new growth to fa- 

vor the more arching branches. Thus the 
two portions more closely resemble each 
other (usually more uniformly straight 
and ugly). Also, you can work to erase 

the delineation mark between new and 
old growth (the outline of the ball). Then 
time does the rest. 

As the tree ages uniformly, the 

Original cherry tree. 

Over-thinned tree: Laterals are stripped. 

Drawings by Kate Allen 

Another year of watersprout growth. About 4 years later: The new crown forms. 

10 
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"straight branches curve outward and 
the entire plant re-grows as a piece. Such 
rehabilitative pruning is extremely hard 
work. Forcing oneself to take only a few 
of the worst watersprouts (while elimi-
nating some of the nicer original 
framework) does indeed take nerves of 
steel. The object of this stage of pruning 
is not aesthetic perfection, but to reduce 
aesthetic tension. And remember, re-
straint is paramount. 

Another difficult situation arises when 
a conifer is over-skirted or lion's tailed. 
All of the green growth and weight is 
concentrated at the branch ends, and this 
can make them more prone to breakage. 
Furthermore, considerable sun scald 
damage is done to the bark and internal 
foliage on both deciduous and conifer -
ous trees that have been over-thinned. 
Branches and sometimes whole trees can 
die as a result of the physiological dam-
age and decay caused by sudden 
exposure to the sun. 

.\ common c\amp]c of 11n 	nc i  

the large, mature pine that the well-mean-
ing tree pruner thins out extensively to 
mimic Japanese cloud pruning. Some 
people mistakenly call it bonsai. Such a 
tree impresses the owner with its beauty, 
but the wind stresses are no longer distrib-
uted evenly along the scaffolds. The 
situation worsens as the foliage continues 
to grow thicker and heavier at the ends. The 
rehab arborist may be forced to continue 
selectively thinning at the ends of the 
branches to keep the weight from causing 
even greater limb breakage. But this will 
not be done in all good conscience, as it is 
a Hobson' s choice at best. Additional thin-
fling continues to "starve" the tree of the 
photosynthesis it needs. The original 
heavy-handed thinning has most likely 
stressed the tree. It will be drawing upon 
stored energy to keep functioning. And 
continued thinning aggravates the prob-
lem. There is always the possibility that the 
tree's energy reserves will be so compro-
mised that it will begin to 
dcHinc- cpcHcH\ r cthc 	cc- such 

as drought. root damage or compaction are 
placed on the tree. 

The last common situation calling for 
rehabilitative pruning is the topped co-
nifer of excurrent form. The cone is an 
aerodynamic form, and the conifer will 
attempt to reestablish the leader after it 
is removed. Epicormic shoots will arise 
from the cut end, though they will be 
much less rapidly growing than in their 
deciduous tree counterparts. Also, the 
existing limbs located just below the top-
ping cut may begin to grow outward and. 
amazingly, upward. It is from these that 
you must choose the one most likely to 
make a strong new leader. Epicormic 
shoots are preferable to lateral branches, 
but neither will be as strong as the origi-
nal top. You may choose to suppress the 
others by heading them back so they 
cease to compete with the new, chosen 
leader. If the topping cut was small, a 
new leader may reestablish easily. On 
can see the old "doglegs" on trees whet 

H U tTc 	 ccl 

The in innovative forestry related equipment for over 49 years 
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large and several side branches compete 
to be the new leader, the process is much 
more difficult, perhaps impossible. With 
large limbs overextending and radiating 
from the top, one needs to consider both 
aesthetics and safety. Exceptions exist. 
Western red cedars are known to re-es-
tablish enormous candelabra heads that 
are relatively safe because of the incred-
ible buttressing that occurs. 

Rehabilitative pruning can be as grati-
fying as turning a sow's ear into a silk 
purse. If the tree is small, aesthetics will 
be your only judge of success. However. 
if the mal-pruned tree's parts are large 
and heavy, and if there is a target, you 
must be concerned about safety. One 
should be aware of the development of 
weakly attached branches and the spread 
of decay down the trunk. The profes-
sional arborist can help by retaining the 
better attached new limbs, but there is no 
way to assist a tree in stopping the spread 
of decay (pruning paints and seals have 
been proven ineffective). One can only 
monitor the tree to see if the decay is  

successfully compartmentalized. This is 
the subject of other articles, and surely 
hazard tree evaluation is an important 
skill to be learned by all arborists. In the 
future, hazard tree evaluation will re-
place topping as the service provided to 
the fearful tree owner. And when that has 

become common practice, the need for 
rehabilitative pruning may be limited, as 
it should be, to trees damaged by nature 
and not by man. 

Cass Turnbull is the founder of 
PlantAmnesty in Seattle, Wash. 	TO 
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Making Employees Feel Good About 
Themselves and Your Company 

By Wayne Outlaw 

A successful tree care business 
requires many things, such as 
satisfied customers, innovation 

and the ability to deliver quality service. 
You must add productive employees 
with a healthy sense of self-esteem and 
a clear picture of their career goals. They 
allow the company to satisfy customers, 
deliver a high level of service and, most 
importantly, achieve financial success. 

In today's labor market, it is a con-
tinual battle to keep the organization 
staffed. What candidates see and hear 
about your company during the hiring 
process helps them decide whether or not 
to work for you. But it is what happens 
after employees report to work that de-
termines their happiness, performance 
and tenure. Although the effect on reten-
tion of salary, incentives and benefits is 
strong, don't count on higher salaries, 
better benefits or unique perks to keep 
people in an environment where they feel 
unhappy or "stuck." 

Focus your retention efforts on 
building employee self-esteem. Use 
communication in forums, such as career 
counseling or executive interviews, to 
keep employees informed, feeling moti- 

vated, productive and on-track. If you 
don't take the time and effort, there are 
many employers who will. How employ-
ees feel about themselves and their 
accomplishments is critical in their de-
cision as to where they work. 

Begin building "job esteem" by set-
ting high expectations. Many employees 
do not fully comprehend their capabili-
ties or what they can accomplish. You 
have to lead them to see their own po-
tential. Take time to share your vision of 
the employee's worth and value to the 
organization. Communicate your expec-
tations frequently. Communication is far 
more than just an encouraging word at 
performance appraisal time. The great-
est gift you can give an employee is to 
see his or her potential as greater than 
he or she sees it. 

Simple actions, such as providing 
challenging assignments and not jump-
ing in or taking over at the first sign of 
trouble, communicate high expectations. 
Sticking with the employee, even if he 
or she is having difficulty, will commu-
nicate a high level of expectation. Don't 
lower standards; help raise the 
individual's level of performance. 

Having a high level of expectation 
does nothing unless it is communicated 
to the employee. Many managers don't 
know how or take the time. You can 
communicate high expectations by: 
• Assigning difficult work and setting 
challenging goals; 
• Providing detailed and accurate 
feedback on job performance; 
• Listening to and allowing time to 
express ideas and suggestions; 
• Assigning additional tasks and 
workload; 
• Providing moderate praise for suc-
cessful effort when success was expected; 
• Offering higher levels of praise for 
greater accomplishments; 
• Displaying confidence in the em-
ployee by allowing him or her to 
continue in difficult situations; 
• Assigning tasks that require skill and 
judgment; 
• Allowing the employee to make a 
mistake in pursuit of success. 

Employees rarely over-achieve what 
their managers believe is possible. Ex-
pectation level is not only a way to 
measure performance; it is motivation 
and fuel for performance. 
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Setting high expectations is not 
enough. The employee must have the 
skill to meet these expectations. It is criti-
cal that you take the time to provide 
training to develop skills, coupled with 
performance feedback so the employee 
knows how he or she is doing. Perfor -
mance feedback is the informal 
observations of the manager or supervi-
sor communicated frequently and 
consistently. It allows the employee to 
make corrections and stay on target. An 
employee who knows he or she is meet-
ing expectations will develop the 
confidence to strive for higher levels. 

How feedback is given is critical. To 
reinforce the employee's self-esteem, 
feedback must be accurate and candid 
but not judgmental. The focus of your 
feedback should be on the employee's 
performance—not the employee. 

Don't say: "You didn't get the job done 
because you just didn't try hard enough." 

Instead say: "If more had been done 
in this area, it would have been more 

s uccc s sfu1." 
Don't say: "You're not trying hard 

enough." 
Instead say: "This task requires more 

effort and time." 
Don't say: "You are careless." 
Instead say: "To perform this task 

correctly. you will have to pay more at-
tention to your work." 

Don't say: "You messed that up." 
Instead say: "Because of your action. 

there is a problem with the 
Remember, focus the feedback on the 

performance and what causes the perfor -
mance. Don't focus on the individual. 

It is important for employees to un-
derstand that they can progress in the 
company. This may be an environment 
where employees look forward to pro-
motions or, in many small businesses, it 
may mean increasing their level of con-
tribution in the same position. As their 
value as an employee increases, the prof-
its for the company increase, and their 
compensation can reflect this with an  

increase. Their commitment to develop-
ing themselves and taking advantage of 
opportunities available in the company 
determines progress. By focusing em-
ployees' attention on developing 
themselves rather than just a promotion. 
employees can increase their own capa-
bilities and improve their sense of career 
fulfillment. 

The bottom-line is simple: employee 
satisfaction equals long-term retention, 
performance and profits. Employees who 
feel valued and wanted—who believe 
there is room for personal and profes-
sional growth and development within 
the company—stay with the company. 
Retaining talented, productive employ-
ees is essential to the success of your tree 
care business. 

Wayne Outlaw is author of "Smart 
Staffing: How to Hire, Reward, and Keep 
Top People For Your Growing Corn-
panv. " He may be reached at http:// 
outlawgroup. coin. TCI  

Call: 1-800-858-0437 
Website: www.tamarackclearing.com  e-mail: tamarack@northnet.org  
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The SOLO backpack sprayer Model 425, 
with its high-grade polyethylene tank, 
chemically-resistant parts and 90 psi 
high pressure piston pump, is now be-
ing manufactured in the U.S. The 
four-gallon sprayer is being produced 
in Newport News, VA by SOLO, Inc. the 
U.S. subsidiary of SOLO Kleinmorten 
GmbH, based in Sindelfingen, Ger -
many, the world's largest producer of 
sprayers and mist blowers. The sprayer 
is ideal for pest and weed control on 
lawns and gardens, in viticulture, hot-
beds, greenhouses and tree nurseries; 
for treating low growth; and for use in 
disinfecting storage areas, train cars, 
stables and livestock confinement op-
erations. It provides high impact 
strength while eliminating rust and cor-
rosion and features a molded-in, 
electrostatically powder coated steel 
tube frame and stand for added stabil-
ity. For information contact SOLO at 
(757) 245-4228 or visit their Web site at 
www.solo.usa.com . 
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International Lubricants, Inc. now offers LUBEGARD Bio-
degradable chain saw bar and chain lubricants, 
environmentally friendly lubricants for all chain saws. 
It's a seed oil-based lubricant that offers a wide viscos-
ity range, ultimate biodegradability and low aquatic 
toxicity, providing extra lubricity and wear protection 
both winter and summer while meeting environmental 
specifications. The lubricants contain a unique blend of 
biodegradable base stocks, thickeners and wear reduc-
ers and are available fully formulated or as an additive 
that can be used with the customer's source of vegetable 
oil. For information, contact International Lubricants, In 
or visit their Web site at www.lubegard.com . 

~ 

at (800) 333-LUBE (5823) 
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Concept Engineering Group, 
Inc. (CEG) introduced the Air- 
Spade Series 2000 supersonic 

excavator. It incorporates an 
ergonomic design, cast alumi-

num handle, and non-conductive barrel, coupled to supersonic nozzles. It has been 
made lighter weight and has a lower-pressure drop. The new handle has a rear hose 
connection and larger trigger, which eliminates the compressor hose interfering with 
the operator and makes the tool easier to use. Weighing approximately 6.5 pounds 
with an optimally located center of gravity, operator fatigue is minimized. The lower 
air pressure drop means a savings on fuel cost, while still digging fast in even the 
hardest of soils without harming plants, roots or any other buried objects. It accom-
modates any arboricultural or industrial application with a variety of attachments and 
accessories. For more information, contact Concept Engineering Group, Inc., at 888-
557-2339, E-mail: ceg@air-spade.com  or visit their Web site at www.air-spade.com  
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Corona Clipper introduced a new all- 
purpose saw and root cutter, Model RD 
4060 It has a tapered chrome plated 6 	 1 
½-inch, high-carbon steel blade and an 
aggressive pattern of seven precision- 	 - 

machined teeth per inch for fast clean 
cutting on both the push and pull stroke.  
It is designed for cutting medium to large roots and branches, but is also ideal for use 
in landscaping, camping, hunting and construction. Its ergonomic, co-molded solid 
Corobond handle has a flared stop and a non-slip coating to prevent slipping. A wrist 
strap prevents dropping and provides easy storage. For more information, contact 
John Reisbeck at (800) 847-7863 or visit their Web site at www.coronaclipper.com . 
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Line Tamer, Inc. introduced a rough-terrain mechanized tree trimmer that incor -
porates its proven boom and cutterheads on a rough-terrain chassis. A 
replacement to the traditional bucket truck, it has three 16-inch saws supported 
by a 75-foot boom insulated on a four-wheel drive chassis. It incorporates a limb-
clamping device to safely remove tree limbs while cutting over and along power 
lines from the safety of the one operator cab. A 360-degree cutting plane with 52 
feet of side reach offers the operator excellent visibility while cutting and driving 
the trimmer from the same seat. Typical cutting time along both sides of rights-
of-way can be as much as three times faster than a crew of four and a bucket 
truck. For information or field demonstrations from the Alabama-based company, 
call (334) 409-0479 or visit their Web site at www.linetamer.com . 
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West Coast Shoe Company 
(WESCO), introduced the 
Shoemaker Safedry Shoe 'N 
Boot Dryer. People mistak-
enly dry their boots by placing 
them over a heat vent or near 
the fireplace. Heat is detri-
mental to leather and rubber. 
Drying boots near heat re-
moves protective oils, breaks 
down the collagen fiber (skin 
tissue) of the leather and 
eventually will ruin the boots. The key 
is to dry leather with a good fan but with- 

out a heating element. The 
fan in the Shoemaker 
Safedry, invented by a mem-
ber of the Shoemaker family, 
circulates room temperature 
air through the footwear to 
dry it overnight or sooner. In 
the spirit of treating leather 
right, WESCO is offering the 
dryer at a discounted price of 
$35, a saving of $14 off the 
regular price. For information 

call (800) 326-2711 or visit their Web site 
at www.westcoastshoe.com . 

Raindrop 	Ultra 
drift  -  reducing 
spray nozzles from 
Delavan 	Spray 	- 

Technologies pro- 	- - 	 - 

vide 	precise 
application of liq- 
uid 	pesticides, 	- 

herbicides, fungi- 
cides 	and 
fertilizers. The one- 
inch nozzles made  
of chemical - resis- 
tant materials will fit standard nozzle 
bodies and the 110-degree spray angle 
reaches into tighter spots without hand 
spraying. The nozzles produce large 
droplets with 72 percent less driftable 
fines than conventional nozzles. These 
large droplets fall where directed with 
minimal drift, helping protect neighbor-
ing vegetation and the environment. 
Penetrating to the inner foliage layers, 
maximum chemical can be applied to 
the target and the large-droplet spray 
patterns make application possible un-
der marginal high wind conditions. For 
information contact Delavan Spray 
Technologies at (800) 621-9357 or (704) 
291-3100 or e-mail sales@delavan.com . 
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The Porter-Ferguson division of Lowell Corporation de- 
signs its pruners and brush cutters for both clean cutting 
and efficient operation. Clean cutting helps trees and 
shrubs heal faster and the efficiency makes workers 
more productive. The Forester Model 0290F brush cut- 
ter is 27 inches long, weighs 4 5/8 pounds and has a 
cutting capacity of 1 1/2 inches. Model 0390F is 34 inches 
long, weighs 73/4  pounds and is designed to cut 2-inch 
material. They feature two cutting blades of forged alloy 
tool steel that is heat-treated to ensure long life. The 
handles are made of heat-treated spring steel. Compos- 
ite grips provide cushioning while minimizing slippage. 
Both models have a slide power shift. With this feature, 
maximum leverage can be used to cut through unusu- 

ally hard material or thick branches easily. The Porter Point Cut Pruner can cut right 
down to its tips with minimal handle spread. This makes it ideal for nipping suckers 
and small shoots while reducing worker fatigue. They are 24 inches long and weigh 3 
pounds. Like the Forester brush cutters, these pruners have two cutting blades made 
of heat-treated alloy steel, heat-treated alloy steel handles and non-slip rubber grips 
that ensure comfort and safety. For information call (800) 456-9355 or (508) 835-2900. 
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Keviar 

HIGHEST QUALITY 

Hydraulically powered pruning tools 

by 101 incorporated 

• Patented design 
• Durable 
• Unique 3600  swivel for easy twisting 
• Field tested and proven 
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1-800-94-ARBOR(27267) 
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WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

Partners to Help Ease 

Employee Shortage 
STIHL Incorporated and ACRT, Inc. 

have formed a partnership to expand gov-
ernment-funded training of entry-level tree 
care and line clearance workers. This will 
help ease the shortage of trained workers 
entering the green industry. Under the 
agreement, STIHL will provide the tools 
and equipment needed to expand ACRT' s 
training programs. According to John G. 
Keeler, STIHL's national training man-
ager, they will contribute chain saws, 
power tools and related safety products to 
the partnership. This equipment will allow 
ACRT to train more skilled tree workers 
through government-funded programs 
such as Job Corps, Workforce Investment 
Act, Welfare to Work and Conservation 
Corps. "STIHL wishes to give back to the 
industry that has made us the leading 
manufacturer of outdoor power equipment. 
One way to help is by increasing the avail-
ability of trained, entry-level workers." 

Keeler said. According to ACRT CEO. 
Richard E. Abbott, government-funded 
training dollars will now go further be-
cause it will not be necessary to purchase 
tools and safety equipment, and as a result, 
more workers can be trained. He stated, 
"This mutually beneficial partnership will 
help everyone in the field of arboriculture 
by improving tree worker training oppor -

tunities and putting more trained people 
into the field to fill the many job openings." 

Callbacks 
In the March 2000 edition of TCI, 

there is a math error in the article "Down 
and Dirty." On page 43, the fifth para-
graph read: "To determine if a decayed 
trunk is safe, use Dr. Claus Mattheck's 
formula: t divided by r should be less 
than..." 

The word should be greater for the 
formula to be correct, ie; " ...t divided by 
r should be greater than 

We regret any confusion this might 

have caused. 

Davey Tree Announces 
Sponsorship of PGA 
Tour Rookie 

The Davey Tree Expert Company has 
announced its sponsorship of PGA Tour 
rookie, Matt Gogel. As part of that con-
tract, Gogel's headwear and bag bear the 
Davey Tree name, logo and web site. 
Thus far through the 2000 PGA Ton 
season, Gogel has enjoyed tremendou ,  
success and exposure with two top-ten 
finishes, including a tie for 2nd  at the 
AT&T National Pro-Am at Pebble 
Beach. "I am honored to be affiliated 
with a company like Davey Tree," said 
Gogel. "They are truly a first-class or -

ganization. Davey CEO and Chairman. 
R. Douglas Cowan said, "Our sponsor-
ship and association with Matt Gogel is 
an important new step in increasing our 
presence in the golf course market. Matt 
is a bright new star on the Tour and we're 
delighted to announce our association." 
The Davey Tree Expert Company pro-
vides tree services, grounds 
maintenance, vegetation management 
and consulting services to utility, resi-
dential, commercial and governmental 
markets throughout the U.S. and Canada. 
Davey is employee-owned with nearly 

6.000 employees. TCI 
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Washington in ReVieW By 

Injuries, Policies and Guides 

Ergonomics 
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce con-

tends that the Labor Department's ongoing 
hearings on its controversial ergonomics 
proposal have been "purposefully con-
structed" to limit input from industry 
groups and others critical of the rule. 

"It has become clear that OSHA's ergo-
nomics rulemaking is far more a sham than 
an open search for evidence," said Willis 
Goldsmith, an attorney for the Chamber. 

Goldsmith and other industry witnesses 
told the House Education and the 
Workforce Subcommittee on Oversight 
that OSHA is using the hearings, which be-
gan March 13, to amass a record to defend 
the rulemaking against a future court chal-
lenge. OSHA spent the entire first week of 
its hearings on the rule in Washington, pre-
senting experts from OSHA, the medical 
community, and the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health who fa-
vor a regulatory approach, Goldsmith said. 
But the agency did not provide the names 
of those representatives in advance, "pre-
cluding any meaningful ability to question 
these experts or their conclusions," he said. 

Edward Montgomery, the Labor 
Department's acting deputy secretary, 
countered that the agency has gone beyond 
congressional requirements to ensure 
greater public participation. It extended its 
public comment process and scheduled 
hearings outside of Washington. He added 
that regulatory hearings are not supposed 
to offer the kind of cross-examination one 
expects to see in a courtroom. 

Splinters 	NOT I NO ::: 
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"Guaranteed" 
DICA Marketing Co. 	Carroll, IA 514011 
800-610-DICA(3422) 	FAX 712-792-11061 
www.dicaUSA.com 	info@dicaUSA.com 
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Policy letter controversy 
House panel members also discussed the 

Labor Department's handling of a recent 
controversy that erupted over an OSHA 
policy letter, issued in November, that as-
serted agency jurisdiction over home office 
workers. OSHA formally reversed that 
policy, but the fallout from the November 
letter forced OSHA to review the entire list 
of interpretive letters on its World Wide 
Web site and led to the introduction of sev-
eral congressional proposals to bar OSHA 
from ever conducting such inspections in 
the future. 

Rep. Pete Hoekstra (R-Mich.), the 
subcommittee's chairman and a frequent 
OSHA critic, said it remains unclear 
whether the department has followed up 
on its pledge to ensure that future policy 
letters are reviewed at the highest levels 
before being released. 

Standards writing revamp 
OSHA is on the verge of shaking up its 

standard-setting process by reorganizing 
its various health, safety, and regulatory 
offices and implementing a team approach. 

Charles N. Jeffress, OSHA's adminis-
trator, gave the go-ahead last month to 
move the reorganization forward after a 
series of meetings with the directors of 
various agency offices, as well as an evalu-
ation team that has been monitoring the 
effectiveness of a pilot program. 

The formal implementation will require 
several steps, including negotiation with 
the union that represents OSHA workers 
in the national office. No one knows how 
long it will take to adopt the new approach, 
but Jeffress would like to have it done be-
fore his time is up. Traditionally, OSHA 
administrators have departed along with an 
outgoing administration. 

OSHA's standard-setting process has 
historically been beset by delay, with some 
blaming the agency's cumbersome inter-
nal review process and others calling for a 
clearer, top-down prioritization of regula-
tions already in the pipeline. Some OSHA 
standards have taken 10 to 15 years to pro-
mulgate. 

OSHA has 10 teams up and running, 
each of which has around a dozen employ- 

ees who would have worked independently 
within their assigned offices reviewing and 
developing regulations before this initia-
tive. Nine of the teams are focusing on 
three specific standards: a high priority 
standard that will be published in either 
proposed or final form by the end of 2001. 
a middle priority standard, and a longer 
term project. 

The tenth team is developing OSHA's 
controversial ergonomics rulemaking and 
is focused almost exclusively on 
shepherding that regulation to final publi-
cation slated for the end of 2000. 

Shifting gears 
The National Arborist Association re-

cently released a new safety product, its 
NAA Pocket Guide Series. 

The NAA Pocket Guides meet a burn-
ing need. Experienced arborists are 
aware of the accidents and even fatali-
ties in this industry that have resulted 
from electrocutions, falls, struck-by in-
juries and tree felling. OSHA's fatality 
statistics underscore the seriousness of 
these accident types: In the last five 
years, over 85 percent of all fatalities, 
plus countless serious accidents in t 
tree care industry, can be attributed I 

one of these four causes. 
Compliance officials with OSHA and 

industry leaders share the conviction that 
these issues need to be addressed with 
training and outreach. To answer the chal-
lenges of employee turnover, the high costs 
of training and trying to make sure that 
training is comprehended, NAA decided 
that its training had to be easy to compre-
hend, highly visual, easy to implement and 
affordable. 

The result of striving to meet the needs 
for training and respond to the challenges 
faced when trying to implement training 
are the booklets described on the facing 
page. Incidentally, Spanish language 
pocket guides will be available in four to 
six weeks. 

Peter Gerstenberger is vice president of 
business management, safety & education for 

the National Arborist Association. 
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The Future of Tree Care 

I'1 

By Robert Rouse 

e 1999 national figures for employee retention in the 
first half of 1999 have been compiled and the news is 
not good for tree care companies. The first half of 1999 

set a new record high for employee turnover with a rate of 1.3 
percent per month, up from 1.1 percent in 1998. Although fig-
ures are not tracked for the tree care industry, we know turnover 
rates are substantially higher than the national average. 

If you are not concerned because you have managed to find 
new employees despite the industry's higher-than-average turn-
over rates, or perhaps because you think this is a temporary blip 
caused by a strong economy, you need to think again. 

Although the current decrease in workforce growth was pre-
dicted in the mid-'90s by U.S. government forecasters, another 
potentially more challenging trend has been identified. This 
trend is the continued and steady decrease in popularity of blue-
collar careers over the past 25 years. 

The most important point here is that these trends are based 
on generational changes instead of economic pressures. In other 
words, if the economy has a downturn, there may be some tern- 
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Students 	at 	TCI 
EXPO '99 had the 
opportunity to meet •>-. 

: 

with 	prospective 
employers and in- ...;. 	 , 

vestigate 	career 
paths open to them. 'Q' 

Rip Tompkins from 
ArborMaster Train-
ing offers climbing 
advice to a student 
honing her skills. 

porary relief of the employee shortage, but the overall trend will 
continue. 

Do the math: 
Workforce growth: 

2.5 percent per year 	 1980s 
1.2 percent per year 	 1990s 
below 1 percent per year 2010? 

Projected growth of green industry: 
5 percent per year through 2005 

National average turnover rate: 
1.1 percent per month (13.2 per year) 	1998 
1.3 percent per month (15.6 per year) 	1999 

Shortages in technical/blue collar professions (your com-
petition): 
• All computer-related skills (no surprise here!) 
• 300,000 to 400,000 truck drivers nationwide 
• Shipping industry reports a shortage of 'thousands" of ma-
rine-grade welders and electricians 
• Many technical professions experience a turnover rate of 
up to 40 percent, well above the national average. 

Okay, so the "doom and gloom" predictions of the experts 
are counted! It still doesn't mean there is nothing you can do. 
Most tree care companies are thriving despite employee short-
ages by becoming smarter both in business practices and in 
employee recruitment and retention. 

Recruitment 
The most important task is to create a presence by inserting 

your company as prominent in your profession. The amount of 
resources and exposure needed depends on the size of your com-

pany. If you are a large company with a fair-sized geographic 
presence, you probably recruit nationally already. 

Large companies find employees by attending college c 
reer fairs, participating in NAA Student Career Days at TE 
EXPO and the SSA conferences, advertising with natiom. 
trade magazines such as Tree Care Industry, creating prom i-
nent "recruitment centers" on their Web pages, creatint 
internship programs for college students, etc. 

If you are a small company, you must capitalize on your 
strength–knowledge of the local people—and establish con-
tacts in local high schools, colleges and trade schools; 
advertise in local papers; research local-interest Web sites. 
Try participating in Arbor Day celebrations and Career Fairs 

local schools. Participate in NAA Student Career Days 
"lid SSA conferences when they are within "striking dis-
tance" of your area. Don't be afraid to go "national" with 
\ our higher paying positions, since more and more poten-
tial employees are willing to relocate. 

The NAA has a "Careers in Arboriculture" video and bro-
chure set available to members who need career day 
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materials and the National Arbor Day 
Foundation offers a sample Arbor Day—
Tree Planting ceremony for use at school 
celebrations. 

Other recruitment resources to tap into 
are welfare-to-work programs. Job Corps 
programs (such as the model program run 
by ACRT. Inc.), use of migrant workers, 
etc. Each of these resources comes with a 
number of issues that cannot be addressed 
in this article. 

Retention 
Turnover is costly for your company. 

Tree care companies have been grappling 
with this problem for a long time. The good 
news is that there are a number of tech-
niques developed by human resource 
professionals that can help reduce em-
ployee turnover. 

Calculating "Cost of 
Turnover" 

Knowing what turnover costs are for 
your company is a key component when 
determining how much to invest in em-
ployee training and benefit/incentive 
programs. Chances are you lose more 
money that you think every time you turn 
over an experienced employee. These 
losses are potential resources that could be 
used as benefits or incentives to help re-
tain your valuable employees! 

'Cost of Turnover" is being recognized 
as a business loss, and employers are try-
ing to find ways to limit these losses by 
investing in employee-retention programs. 

There are a number of formulas used 
by corporations to determine monetary 
loss due to turnover, but all must be ad-
justed to suit your company and its job 
descriptions. 

The sample formula we will use calcu-
lates the cost of turnover for skilled 
production workers such as tree climbers, 
arborists, plant health care technicians, 
line-clearance tree trimmers, etc. The for-
mula assumes that the replacement 
employee is less skilled than the lost em-
ployee, since this is the reality for most tree 
care companies. 

First, calculate all the direct costs of hir -
ing a new employee, such as: cost of 
recruiting, time lost to interviewing, paper-
work, employee orientation and training 
costs. Subtract any benefit savings if ap-
plicable. 

Second. find the cost of lost production 

due to the learning curve. The new em-
ployee probably has less skill than the lost 
employee and also has to learn your sys-
tem. Usually. 50 percent of the 
replacement employee's salary for the first 
two months plus 25 percent of the replace-
ment employee's salary for the next two 
months is used to find this figure. 

You will need to customize this figure 
to your company. Perhaps you have an 
aggressive training and mentoring program 
that you feel cuts the learning curve in half, 
or maybe your crews work as very tight 
teams and can absorb some slack. Adjust 
this figure as you feel appropriate but re-
member most employers underestimate 
losses in production. 

Also, you need to use the replacement 
employee's salary, which, in this 
economy, is often higher than the lost 
employee's salary! 

Third, calculate the general loss to your 
business. This figure is the hardest to 
gauge. How do you calculate the loss of 
potential clients who simply went else- 

where when they called your office and 
were told there was a two-month backlog? 
That loss hits harder if the backlog was 
caused because it took six weeks to fill the 
vacant position. 

Some companies will attempt to gauge 
this by tracking calls and figuring a loss 
based on a percentage of calls that histori-
cally lead to sales for their business. 

Once you know your company's cost of 
turnover, you can use the figure as a guide-
line. You may want to establish incentive 
programs or improve benefits packages to 
encourage employees to stick with your 
company. The goal here is to roll what you 
are losing each year due to turnover into 
employee incentives. After all, if you are 
going to spend the money one way or the 
other, isn't it better to use it to retain em-
ployees? 

Companies have found that when you 
find the right balance, employee incentives 
and benefits can be "paid" simply by re-
taining current employees. 

r---------------- ----- -1 

I A sample formula for Cost of Turnover: 	 I 
I 	Direct costs (recruiting. training, etc.) 	 I 

Loss of production (learning curve) 	 +  

I 	Direct business losses (sales, etc.) 	 +  

Cost of Turnover  
L --------------------- j 

Visit our online catolog: wwwarborist.com  
Register on our website and get 5%off your first order! 
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Investing in Retention 
The first key is to hire smart. Look for 

people who share your vision and values. 
If you are not sure of what your vision is 
and you're not sure what characteristics 
you're looking for in your employees, be-
gin by looking at the top performers in your 
company. Try to identify what makes them 
as effective as they are, then recruit people 
with similar characteristics. 

At some point, benefits come into play. 
The traditional benefits such as medical, 
dental and a retirement plan are still most 
important. There are many resources avail-
able to employers for establishing benefit 
packages. Start talking to local agents to 
see what's out there. 

Benefits are a great way to improve re-
tention, but what happens when your 
company does not have the financial re-
sources to "sweeten" the benefit package? 

Some companies have used the follow-
ing techniques to reward and retain 
employees even with limited finances: 

RF'N1i)(;R \P1!-F 

/ 

Know Your Ire&'.v 13L':k'r 

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks 
and recreational areas, 

wooden poles, forests, timber 
structures such as bridges, framed 

buildings and playground equipment. 

Easily operated, light weight 
and compact. 

Phone/Fax: 888-514-8851 
http://www.imlusa.com  

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com  

IML Instrument Mechanic 
Labor, Inc. 

1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd., Suite 2212 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
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• Give them a stake in the business, if 
they don t already have one. Personal ties 
to company profitability may shift focus 
off the increased workload and onto in-
creasing productivity. 
• Communicate the financial status of 
the company and highlights of the plan to 
turn it around. 
• Implement non-financial recognition 
awards. This is a way of telling employ-
ees "we know you have more work, and 
we thank you for your extra efforts during 
this time." 

The effectiveness of retention incentives 
is going to be influenced by a number of 
factors, such as culture and company his-
tory. Popular incentives being offered 
today in other fields are: greater flexibil-
ity and alternative work schedules; career 
development through training programs: 
job rotation; creating ways to have fun at 
work; public recognition for contributions: 
and increased opportunity to work closer 
to the top or on projects with increased 
bottom-line responsibility. 

Some of the ideas, such as greater flex-
ibility and alternative work schedules, are 
difficult to initiate in the tree care industry 
since production work is limited to day-
light hours. With a little imagination, 
however, some of these popular incentives 
can be adapted. 

For example: 
• Establish incremental rewards for 
completing in-house training programs. 
The NAA's employer-certified training 
program—Tree Care Specialist—is designed 
to meet this need for NAA members. Small 
raises and/or rewards can be given each 
time the employee completes one of the 
chapters. 
• Being flexible might simply mean al-
lowing employees to attend seminars for 
CEUs, as needed. 
• A low-cost recognition could be c-
tablishing a small monthly "bonus" for ti 
employee or crew with the best, or mo 
improved, performance. The bonus could 
be monetary, tickets to a local event such 
as the circus, a small gift of appreciation 
or simply an employee/crew appreciation 
award. 
• For those on welfare-to-work pro-
grams a major obstacle is transportation. 
In fact, 94 percent of those on welfare rolls 
do not own vehicles. A great incentive for 
this group would be an office carpool or 
looking into professional ride-share ser -
vices. 
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Your Investment in Training 
International Tree Climbing Champions Ken Palmer and Rip Tompkins present these in-depth training videos 

that maximize your training budget. 

ArborMaster Series I 
Scd as a set of 6 videos plus workbooks. Each video and accompanying workbook is also available for individual purchase. 

ddifional workbooks also available for purchase. Each video in this set of 6 is accompanied by a workbook and (EU test. 
Each video and test is worth 1 (EU. 
• Introduction to Climbing Techniques and Equipment 
• Introduction to Secured Footlock: Equipment and Techniques 
• Introduction to Ropes: Care, Construction, and Limitations 
• Introduction to Belay: Equipment and Techniques 
• Introduction to Throwline: Equipment and Techniques 

• Climbing Knots and Hitches 

	

6-video set plus 	workbooks 	Individual video and workbook 	Extra workbooks 

	

Retail Price -  Si 50.00 	 Retail Price: 530.00 	 Retail Price: 57.00 each 

	

Member Price: $1 20.00 	 Member Price: $24.00 	 Member Price: $5.00 each 

ArborMaster Series II 
V 

¶'r1itirtg Inc. 

I' 	

Si A4*r Y*o Sres: 

Each video comes with an illustrated workbook and test worth 1 ISA certification 
(EU credit. 

• Innovations in Climbing Equipment 
• Rigging Knots, Rope Slings and Eye Splices 

2-video set plus workbooks Extra workbooks 
Retail Price: $60.00 	 Retail Price: $7.00 each 
Member Price: $45.00 	Member Price: $5.00 each 

ArborMaster Series ifi 
Chainsaw Safety, Maintenance, and Cutting Techniques. 

The videos tides include 
Chainsaw Safety 	 • Felling Techniques 
• Chainsaw Maintenance 	• Limbing and Bucking 
• Notches, Hinges and Backcuts • Chainsaw Use in Trees 

The videos come with a workbook and an ISA certification (EU test and a: 
sheet. The video set is,, 	 .. 
for purchase. 

6-video set plus workbooks 	Extra workbooks 
Retail Price: $249.95 	 Retail Price: $1 8.00, set or 

Member Price: $199.95 	 Member Price: Si 2.00, set of 6 

To order, (all (888) ISA"TREE (tolinfree) or shop online at www.isaarbor.com  
Shipping and handling extra. 

AMV02-00 TCI-AN 



Utility Forestry 
Management 

Resources 

Contract Utility Foresters 
Assist utilities 

it/i cost 
ffective 

planning and 
heduling of tree 

md brush 
control activities. 

Tree Manager" for Windows® 

All line clearance  
data is organized 
into a user-fiend/v 
database for cost 

eff'ctive vegetatlo 1 

managemell.  

TGR Applications 
Our utility 
foresters have 

	

-' t 	 the knowledge, 

L 	training and 
licens to app ly 
Thee Growth 
Regulators. 

Survey and Mapping 

Surveying and 
mapping vegeta-

tion workloads  
to develop 

management 
plans and 

schedule work. 

Since 1985, more than 100 utilities 
have used ACRT reliability-centered 
programs that focus on safety, econo- 
my and continuity of service. Best of 
all, we're independent with no ties to 
any tree care organization. For com- 
plete information, phone, fax, e-mail 
or visit our Web site. 

ACRT, Inc. 

	

Ic 	
2545 Bailey Rd. 
P.O. Box 401 

, 	Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221 
800-622-2562 
Fax 330-945-7200 Environmental 

Specialists e-mail: askacrt@acrtinc.com  
www.acrtinc.com  

Ieo Manager isatradenrark ofACRU Inc. 
Wind coo i, aricoroci trademark of Microsoft (,r1torati,tn 

NAA Career Days 
One way to find employees who share 

your vision and values is to participate in 
the fifth annual NAA Student Career Days 
at TCI EXPO in Charlotte, N.C., on Fri-
day and/or Saturday, Nov. 10-11, 2000. 
This is a great way to present a positive 
image of your company to the newest 
members of the tree care industry—Job 
Corps trainees and stu- 
dents pursuing two-year 
and four-year degrees! 	. 

Student Career Days 
at TCI EXPO '99 in In- 	N.. j' 
dianapolis proved to be  
full of fun and learning 
for all the students. The 	4. 
Job and Internship Fair 	f ' 	- 

on Friday, made pos- 
sible by The F.A. 
Bartlett Tree Expert  
Company, gave students 
a chance to meet and talk 	- 
with tree care companies 
both large and small. 
The scope of jobs avail- 

Ono 

E 

BARTLETT BARTLETT 
TREE EXPERTS 

Caring for America.,;  
D-ees Since 1.907 

D 
Tixii & LAWN CARE EXPERTS SINCE 1880  

able was an eye-opener for the students. 
The tree care skills competition on Sat-

urday at Military Park couldn't have 
worked out better. The weather was gor -
geous for the competitors. The large 
number of students who wanted to com-
pete caused the set-up crews from Arbor 
Care, Inc. and ArborMaster Training, Inc. 
to scramble as they expertly created a sec-
ond competition tree. 

Richard Herforth and Joe Bones of The F.A. Bartlett Tree 
Expert Company congratulate the winner of the Student Ca-
reer Days skills competition. 

All who competed, made the effort to attend NAA 
Student Career Days, and helped in its set-up are 
winners. The tree care industry thanks all involved • A special thanks 

goes to NM Student ARBOR CARE 
Career Day partners: 	Apaiiinn A per/.ciion 

Arbor Care 
ArborMaster Training 
Bartlett Tree Experts 
The Bishop Company 

Buckingham Manufacturing 
Davey Tree Experts 

Kramer Tree Specialists 
Weaver Leather 

KRAMER TREE SPECIALISTS 
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Urban Forestry 
Management 

Resources 
Contract Urban Foresters 

Supplement 
staff, provide 
specialized 
expertise, and 
serve as city 
forester on an 
as-needed basis 

Tree Manager"' for Windowsk 

Soft ware for the 
demanding tash 

Of managing 
trees in urban 

environments 
any size. 

GIS/GPS 
Geographic 

-d 
Information and 
Global Position-
nig Systems let 
3011 graphically 
uzew every tree 
location. 

Tree Inventories 
Inventorying and 

mapping of trees 
along streets and in 

parks to create a 
data base for a 

management plan. 

Last year's tree climbing course was the most 
challenging yet, and the students rose to meet 
that challenge. The following is a breakdown 
of students, schools and awards: 
OVERALL 
The Tree Care Skills Competition - Collegiate: 
1 Place - I ArborMaster Training module (2—
day training / $350 value) 
Joshua Meurer - Southern Illinois University - 
Carbondale (SIU-C) 
2 Place - Husqvama 335 XPT 
Mark Miller— University of Wisconsin - Steven's 
Point (UW-SP) 
3 Place - 120-foot Blue Streak from Samson 
Ropes 
Andy Sims - UW-SP 
OVERALL 
Tree Care Skill Competition - Vocational: 

Place - $100 Gift Certificate from Weaver 
Leather 
Austin Reppin - Pine Knot Job Corps 
2 Place - Pole saw from the Bishop Company 
with Weaver Leather pole saw scabbard 
Tomas Montesino - Pine Knot Job Corps 
3 Place - Award Certificate 
Jorge Solorzano - Pine Knot Job Corps 
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS 
Tree Care Specialist (Collegiate) Work Climb 
event: 
I' Place - S 10 Gift Certificate from Buckingham 
Manufacturing 
Gene Meurer - Belleville Area College (BAC) 
21J Place - Pole saw from Sherrill Arborist Sup-
ply with Weaver Leather pole saw scabbard 
Joshua Meurer - SIU-C 
3rd Place - Award Certificate 
Mark Miller - UW-SP 
Vocational Work Climb Event: 

Place - NAA's Rigging for Removal video and 
workbook set. 
Nick Can - Golconda Job Corps 
21  Place - Award Certificate 
Austin Reppin - Pine Knot Job Corps 
3d  Place - Award Certificate 

Tomas Montesino - Pine Knot Job Corps 
Throw Bag Event: 
1 Place - a Big Shot line delivery system from 
Sherrill Arborist Supply 
Jorge Solorzano - Pine Knot Job Corps 
2j  Place - Joshua Meurer - SIU-C 
31  Place - Award Certificate 
Gene Meurer BAC 

The first 25 competitors received a free throw 
bag and line kit from Weaver Leather 
Safety Equipment Event: 
lt Place (tie)— 150-foot Safety Blue from Sherrill 
Arborist Supply Company 
Jessi Jablonski - Milwaukee Area Technical Col-
lege (MATC) 
1 Place (tie) - Husqvarna Arborist boots 
Paul Schroud UW-SP 
2nd Place (tie) - Award Certificate 
Nick Christine - Purdue 
2' Place (tie) - Award Certificate 
Gary Kohler - MATC 
2' Place (tie) - Award Certificate 

Dave Otter - MATC 
2nd Place (tie) - Award Certificate 
Quinn Piala - MATC 
Written Exam: 
I' Place (tie)— 120-foot Blue Streak from Sherrill 
Arborist Supply 
Andy Sims - UW-SP 
1' Place (tie) - 48-inch Friction Saver provided 
by Vermeer. Inc. 
Mark Miller - IJW-SP 
2" Place (tie) - Award Certificate 
Jenni Smrecek - MATC 
2" Place (tie) - Award Certificate 
Kelly Wieck - MATC 

List of schools with competitors: 
Collegiate: 
Belleville Area College 
Contact: John Groninger. Dept. of Forestry. 
Mailcode 4411, SIU at Carbondale. Carbondale. 
Illinois 62901-4411. Phone: 618-453-7462. 
Email: groninge@  siu.edu  
Delaware Valley College 
Advisor: Howard Eyre, Delaware Valley College, 
700 East Butler Ave.. Doylestown, PA 18901. 
Phone: 215-489-2275 
Milwaukee Area Technical College 
Advisor Mike Wendt. MATC. 5555 W. Highland 
Rd.. Mequon, WI 53092. Phone: 414-297-6600: 
E-mail: wendtm@milwaukee.tec.wi.us  
Purdue University 
Advisor: Dr. Harvey Holt, Purdue Univer-
sity. 1159 Forestry Bldg., West Lafayette. 
IN 47907. Phone: 765-494-3585: E-
mai1:hho!t@ fnr.prudue.edu  
Southern Illinois University - Carbondale 
Advisor: John Groninger. Dept. of Forestry. 
Mailcode 4411. SIU at Carbondale, 
Carbondale. IL 62901-4411. Phone: 618-453-
7462: E-mail: groninge@siu.edu  
University of Massachusetts - Stockbridge 
School 
Advisor: Tom Houston. University of Massachu-
setts - Stockbridge School, 116 Holdsworth. 
Amherst. MA 01003. Phone: 413-545-6626. 
University,  of Minnesota 
Advisor: Gary Johnson. 1763 James Ave.. St. 
Paul, MN 55150. Phone: 612-625-3765: E-mail: 
gjohnson@forestry.umn.edu  
University of Wisconsin - Steven's Point 
Advisor: Tim Walsh. UW-SP. 1900 Franklin St., 
Room 377 CNR. Stevens Point, WI 54481. 
Phone: 715-346-4211:  E-mail: twalsh@uwsp.edu  
Vocational: 
Golconda Job Corps 
Advisor: Les Arnold. ACRT - Urban Forestry. 
Golconda Job Corps. Route 1. Box 104A. 
Golconda. IL 62938. Phone: 618-285-6601 
Oauchita Job Corps 
Advisor: Jon Ashmont, ACRT-Urban Forestry. 
Ouachita Job Corps. 570 Job Corps Road. Royal. 
AR 71968. Phone: 501-767-2707 
Pine Knot Job Corps 
Advisor: Frank Woolsey. ACRT—Urban Forestry. 
Pine Knot Job Corps. Highway 43. Pine Knot. 
KY 42635. Phone: 606-354-2176 

Since 1985, our team of versatile 
professionals with expertise in specif-
ic areas of urban tree management 
and arboriculture training have 
served more than 200 municipalities 
Best of all, we're independent with 
no ties to any tree care organization. 
For complete information, phone, 
fax, e-mail or visit our Web site. 

ACRT. Inc. 

Ic 	2545 Bailey Rd. 

/ R 
P.O. Box 401 

T 
Cuyahoga Falls, 01-I 44221 

/ 	800-622-2562 
INC 

Environmental Fax 330-945-7200 
Specialists e-mail: askacrt@acrtinc.com  

www.acrtinc.com  
Tree Manager is a trademark of ACRT. Inc. 
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Prepare your business for its future employees by understanding the mindset of today's college students 

By Colleen Herat-N ,  

e future leaders of the tree care industry are today's youth. Many tree care experts agree that the industry should continue to 
find successful approaches to help attract young people by recruiting in high schools, talking about the great careers available 
and getting kids involved at a young age through Arbor Day celebrations, among other measures. 

While the American economy's unemployment rate stands at an all-time low, economists are predicting that in order to run a suc-
cessful business, owners will have to compete for better employees by offering higher wages, more benefits, and other amenities to 
make them want to stay. 

So, what are today's college students preparing for in an arboriculture career? Several students from the University of Massachusetts 
have contributed their thoughts on this topic, expressing information that may help business owners better understand what they can do 

to keep employees happy. 
Myriad benefits have been attributed to a career in arboriculture 

that first attract and tend to keep employees interested in this field. 
NAA Student Career Days 2000 	These include working outside, caring for trees, instant job sat- 

If you know some students who might wish to attend NAA 	 isfaction, aesthetics, and the ability to provide healthy trees 

Student Career Days 2000 in Charlotte, North Carolina, have 	 for future generations. But these benefits may easily be out- 

them contact the NAA at 800-733-2622. 	 weighed within a company if the employees are not treated 
with respect, given room for advancement or provided 

This Year's Schedule: 	 other such amenities that can just as well be found in 

November 9 	 another company. It's becoming easier for Americans 

TCI-EXPO 2000 starts 	 to float from job to job, if their needs are not met. 

November 10 	 And, that's not always good for business. 

• Tree Care Skills Competition - All day at Bartlett Tree 
Research Labs. Bartlett Tree Research Lab tour and demon-
strations - morning session 
• Stihl hands-on chain saw workshop - morning session 
at Bartlett Tree Research Labs 
• Bartlett Tree Research Lab tour and demonstrations - af-

ternoon session 
• Stihl hands-on chain saw workshop - afternoon session 
at Bartlett Tree Research Labs 

November 11 
• Job and Internship Fair at TCI-EXPO 
• Tree Care Skills Competition Awards ceremony on the 
TCI EXPO trade show floor 

Other important conferences and resources for career de-
velopment in arboriculture! 

"I The 5th SSA (Student Society of Arboriculture) Confer-
ence is October 6-8, 2000. It is being hosted by Northeast 
Iowa Community College and is being held at Camp Tahigwa, 
a Girl Scout Camp in northeast Iowa. Kim Coder, Don Blair, 
Bob Philips and Sam Noonan are listed on the program so 
far. Call Tim Walsh, SSA, at 715-346-4211 or email: 
twalsh@uwsp.edu.  

ACRT, Inc. runs four Urban Forestry Job Corp programs 
located in Arkansas, Illinois, Ohio, and Oregon. Call Lynn 
Kindsvatter, ACRT, at 800-622-2562 for more details. 

NJ Cooperative Extension has a job internship program 
for NJ Youth Corp graduates. New Jersey tree care compa-
nies can contact Nick Polanin, RCE, at 908-526-6293 or 
Melanie O'Dea, NJYC, at 609-588-3167 for more details. 



Business Strategy  
In recent years, things have looked very 

good in the economy. in terms of its envi-
ronment for new business development. 
Scott Gilbert, an assistant professor of eco-
nomics at Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale, says that investors have been 
very willing to invest in stock with com-
panies that have very little promise, 
allowing for many investment opportuni-
ties and resources to build businesses. And 
while this trend continues, new college 
graduates will continue to enjoy the 
economy ' s current rosy situation. 

Gilbert says that with the country's low 
unemployment rate good people are 
scarce, and it's becoming harder for em-
ployers to find workers and keep them. 
Two strong reasons that employees aren't 
staying include not being paid properly and 
not being treated well. Businesses need to 
find out what they can be doing better so 
these people will stick around. Gilbert sug-
gests. 

.I would hope that these businesses 
would entertain improved benefit packages 
for their employees so people will stay." 
says Gilbert. "It depends on the company. 
though. Sometimes it's a matter of public 
or personnel relations. A lot of times they 
don't feel like part of the [business] fam-
ily. It can also be in the mindset and 
relations of how you talk to your employ-
ees and how you communicate with them 
overall. More communication with your 
employees on a more frequent basis will 
improve quality in the workplace." 

A FuU-time Career 
Business owners who want to attract and 

keep good employees should work more 
on creating a positive working and learn-
ing environment for their employees, says 
Tom Houston. who teaches arboriculture 
at the University of Massachusetts. He says 
that the industry has to change its image 
from being seen as a part-time job to a full-
time career. Students today are looking for 
a solid, steady, exciting, good-paying job 
with a future. 

Casey Tresp, a sophomore in urban for-
estry, hopes that arboriculture will become 
recognized as a profession employing 
qualified workers, and he stresses that 
employers should work on developing 
good relationships with their employees 
and treating them like human beings. 

"If the employer is able to establish a 
relationship with the employee, it will be  

a better atmosphere for people to work 
says Tresp. 

David Rogers. a senior in arboriculture, 
adds that business owners who want to find 
and keep good employees should pay their 
employees more and provide more train-
ing instead of sticking them behind a 
chipper. 

In a survey taken this spring. 
arboriculture students at the University of 
Massachusetts offered several different 
suggestions on how businesses can work 
to improve today's workplace. These in-
cluded: 
• pay more: 
• offer training (such as pesticide certi-
fication and CPR/First-Aid), 
• offer a competitive benefit package: 
• teach and enforce safety: 
• be professional: 
• offer tuition reimbursement: 
• show respect for all employees: 
• provide room for advancement. 

One student noted the importance of the 
initial interview. "In personal interviews, 
either the owners or a representative should 
meet with the prospective employee," 
stresses Nicholas Gravel, a senior in 
arboriculture. "Benefits and company poli-
cies should be understood. Follow-up 
interviews should occur a short time later 
to really get a feel for each of the parties 
involved, he says. 

Who Are the Next Gen-
eration of Arborists? 

Gravel suggests that the tree care in-
dustry and its organizations take on a 
national approach to teaching youth the 
importance of tress in our urban environ-
ment. "Younger people who are exposed 
to the benefits of this profession early on 
may someday become excellent ar-
borists," he says. 

Businesses today have the ability to par-
ticipate in teaching youth the importance 
of trees by becoming involved with the 
community and its schools. Getting the 
business involved in these opportunities 
can have many benefits, such as establish-
ing relationships with local schools. This 
will help your business to become famil-
iar with them, especially when you are 
looking for help. Many schools have job 
placement services you can utilize. 

Searching for candidates through the 
Internet's career Web sites and placing 
advertisements in local newspapers are 
other methods businesses are employing 
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to find good help. Richard Grant Jr.. an 
urban forestry major, says that business 
owners should give more details in plac-
ing a good ad in the newspaper and be 
sure to look at employees as people, not 
tools. Grant, who has been doing an in-
ternship for the past three years, says that 
although finding a business to intern for 
this summer that can provide good ex-
perience, he will be most interested in 
how much each business pays, so he can 
save to pay for school. He also hopes to 

work for a company that is well-rounded, 
and not only offers the basics such as tree 
removal but includes such services as In-
tegrated Pest Management and Plant 
Health Care. 

Dan Philos-Jensen, a sophomore in 
landscape contracting, agrees with the im-
portance of placing a good classified ad for 
employment. He suggests that companies 
place an ad with aesthetically pleasing vi-
suals of tree and landscape areas to attract 
good help. 

Important Business 
Qualities 

What do students hope will change by 
the time they are ready to work in this 
profession? Many are hoping to find a 
career that will offer such qualities as 
room for advancement, good benefits. 
good pay, respect, and at a company with 
a good reputation. Many of them also 
hope that their future career will place a 
greater focus on customer satisfaction. 
more available education and a greater 
focus on quality–not quantity–of work. 

Another quality that was mentioned by 
several students as an integral part of an 
arboriculture career is the emphasis on 
both employee and environmental safety. 
Gravel commends the industry's initiatives 
toward safer practices in pest management. 
"Trees are fascinating to me and their im-
portance in our environment is a 
component of our society." 

A well-rounded approach to tree care 
is also in greater demand, not just for the 
customers, but also for employees who 
want the experience of working with new 
techniques and products. More and more 
businesses are bringing their employees 
to participate at trade shows and other 
industry events to help increase their 
knowledge. 

The new millennium is going to see 
many changes and advancements take 
place in tree care, just as it has over the 
last millennium. And while each genera-
tion is different in various ways, from 
one generation to the next, arborists have 
one thing keeping them on common 
ground: they enjoy caring for trees. 

"I enjoy trees," admits Eric Ames, a se-
nior in arboriculture. "I appreciate them for 
many different reasons. They are valuable 
aesthetically, as well as economically." 

Treating employees with respect and 
making them feel that they are a valu-
able asset to the company were among 
the most frequent responses that students 
gave for what a company can do to find 
and keep good help. Understanding these 
realities may be a key component to your 
business' future success. 

Special thanks to Tom Houston and all 
the students at the University ofMassachu-
setts who contributed their thoughts to this 
article. Colleen Heraty is a freelance 
writer in Carbondale, Ill. TCI 
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Bv Arthur H. Bell, Ph.D. and Davle M. Smith, Ph.D. 
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Across industries, up to 85 per 

cent of all theft and fraud 
stems from employees, not out- 

siders, according to Department of 
Commerce estimates. The categories of 
"theft" and "fraud" include the follow -

ing, all unfortunately alive and well in 
the wide range of tree care and landscape 
businesses: 
•embezzlement, large and small, 
ranging from felonious robbery to 
snitching from petty cash and postage; 
• unauthorized expenses for tele-
phone, fax, computers, company 
vehicles and other equipment; 
• removal of equipment, parts, soft-
ware and office supplies from company 

premises; 
• fraudulent filing of expense reports 
and reimbursement requests; 
• exaggerated or wholly fictitious ac-

cident and injury claims; 
• misuse of days off for sickness or 

family emergencies; 



• use of company facilities and per-
sonnel for personal business or 
entertainment, including Internet play 
and excessive nonbusiness e-mail, voice-
mail and overnight mail: 
• company-paid travel, ostensibly for 
business but, in fact, for personal pur-
poses. 

Consider also these hazy but no-less-
harmful aspects of employee theft and 
fraud: 
• selling company products or ser-
vices to clients or others "at a special 
discount" made possible because the 
employee is trafficking in stolen goods 
or offering professional services, includ-
ing tree work, on a "moonlight" basis 
in direct competition with you: 
• taking advantage of company clients 
and other contacts for personal gain. This 
can involve inappropriate off-the-clock 
business dealings with clients, sharing of 
information from confidential client 
files, and quid pro quo arrangements for 
favors and considerations; 
• tampering with records, computer 
files, schedules, documents or products 
in such a way as to discredit a fellow 
employee, hide one's own misdeeds or 
place the company in a bad light. 

Whether your tree business involves 
a handful or hundreds of employees, 
your viability as a business enterprise 
depends upon your ability to prevent 
employee theft, fraud and abuse—in all 
forms. This article shows you what to 
watch for and what to do about it. At the 
same time, avoid paranoia about your 
employees' actions and motives. Thieves 
and cheaters in your workplace probably 
remain the rare exception, albeit an ex-
pensive one. 

Prevention of theft and fraud is where 
your focus and energies should be 
placed. Although obviously necessary, 
after-the-fact recovery of stolen funds or 
property and punishment for the guilty 
usually involves a net loss to the com-
pany due to executive time, legal 
expenses, employee turnover and rehir-
ing/training expenses, and perhaps fees 
to professional investigators. In short, 
punishment is infinitely more expensive 
and legally hazardous than prevention. 

Why some employees 
bite the hand that feeds 
them 

The vast majority of employees are hon-
est to the point of not taking home even 
pens and paperclips from the company—
well, at least not boxes of pens and 
paperclips. But their opposites—those who 
in one way or another may steal half again 
their salary or more from you each year—
have a variety of rationalizations for their 
misdeeds. To understand these misguided 
motives is to prepare and protect yourself 
against employee theft and fraud: 

"Everyone does it." You know, of 
course, that "everyone" in your workforce 

does not steal. But thieving employees may 
have a quite different perspective. They 
commonly organize themselves in cliques 
or clusters—the inner circle with whom 
they share their escapades and tales of  

"what they got away with"—then judge 

what "everyone" does by the low standards 
of this small group. Watch, therefore, for 
theft rings among your workforce. Only 
rarely does a repeat offender not involve 
an accomplice or at least a confidant. 

"It was small potatoes." Most thieves 
and cheaters downplay the seriousness of 
their infractions by an appeal to relative 
scale: what's a $50 stolen calculator to a 
company that makes millions each year 
or to a boss who drives a Mercedes? 
Relative scale should never be accepted 
to rationalize a permissive attitude to-
ward theft and fraud. Establish a zero 
tolerance policy for theft and fraud in 
any form or for any amount. 

"They had it coming." A significant 
portion of employee theft or sabotage 
arises from a perceived injustice of some 
kind. "The boss criticizes my work in front 
of others." So the employee responds by 
sticking a $200 copy of Windows 98 in 
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a briefcase or lunchbox to take home. "A 
foreman says something offensive to me, 
so I strike back at the world in general by 
anonymously damaging a piece of equip-
ment." Be alert to anger theft and abuse 

in the aftermath of interpersonal conflict, 
reprimands or other personnel problems in 
the workplace. 

"I had it coming." Employees who feel 
undercompensated or unrecognized for 
their work sometimes respond by devel-
oping their own "bonus" plan. They take 
home just enough company equipment or 
money to raise their total compensation to 
what they feel is an equitable amount. 
Studies have shown characteristic patterns 
for such thefts. They commonly occur in 
the days immediately before or after pay-
day, then cease almost entirely until the 
next payday. Guard against this kind of 

equity theft or abuse, particularly after an 
employee has been turned down for a raise 
or promotion; after a company-wide wage 
freeze has been established; and during pe-
riods of company turmoil (restructuring, 
takeover, new management, etc.). 

Many de facto thefts are explained 
away by employees as "borrowing"—
one of the company's chain saws may 
have been found at the employee's home, 
but the employee claims to be doing  

they  sign on to the company payroll. But 
how do you spot a thief? In the last two 
decades, one of the great success stories 
of predicting workplace behavior is the 
science of integrity testing. Foremost 
among the companies that offer such 
testing services is Reid Psychological 
Systems. (The author has no financial or 
professional connection with this firm, 
and no remuneration of any kind is in-
volved in the following description of 
Reid's services.) 

For surprisingly inexpensive fees cal-
culated on the number of tests 
administered, Reid Psychological Sys-
tems provides a paper-and-pencil 
Integrity Attitude Scale comprised of 83 
questions. Most test-takers complete this 
instrument in about 15 minutes. Once 
processed by Reid's computing system, 
the test reveals, with 85 percent classifi-
cation accuracy, which of your job 
applicants are prone to dishonest state-
ments and acts. This testing instrument 
has been widely validated, including re-
cent approval by the American 
Psychological Association. Put another 
way, it stands up in court as a valid rea-
son to prefer one candidate over another. 

Other tests in Reid's arsenal aimed at 
potential problem employees are the 
Safety and Substance Abuse Scale (46 
questions taking about 10 minutes) and 
a composite instrument, the Abbreviated 
Reid Report, made up of questions test-
ing integrity, social behavior, substance 
abuse and attitudes toward personal 
achievement (in all, a 15 minute test). 

For further information on scientific 
approaches to integrity testing, see the sev - 
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some routine maintenance "on my own 
time. I was going to return it. What do 
you think I am, a thief?" Frankly, yes. 
Don't accept after-the-fact rationaliza-

tions as excuses for stealing. Employees 
with a legitimate off-site need for com-
pany equipment request it in advance. 
Your policies for removal of equipment 
from company premises should be clear, 
specific, and well-known to all employ-
ees in advance of any such problems. 

Spotting thieves & cheats 
during hiring process 

Certainly, any employer would prefer 
to ferret out dishonest workers before 
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eral white papers available on the Internet 
at www.reidsystems.com/index/htm,  or 
contact the company by mail or phone: 

Reid Psychological Systems 
153 West Ohio St. 
Chicago, IL 60610-4210 
Phone: (800) 922-7343 
Fax: (312) 294-0140 
Competitors providing similar ser -

vices can be located on the Internet using 
the search phrases "integrity testing" and 
"honesty testing." 

Of course, integrity tests can also be 
administered to employees at any time 
after hiring. Employers can use test re-
suits to plan training or counseling 
programs, or simply to alert supervisors 
and others to employees with dishonest 
tendencies. 

Protecting the company 
against theft and fraud 

In addition to integrity testing, mea-
sures to eliminate employee theft and 
fraud involve both overt and covert ac-
tions on the part of management. Three 
overt actions are especially crucial: 

Establish specific policies defining 
fraud and theft within the context of your 
business, with disciplinary procedures 
clearly spelled out ("up to and including 
termination and criminal prosecution" is 
a common phrase in such policies). 

Educate every employee through 
your training programs about these poli-
cies. These policies should not be just 
one more page hidden in your employee 
manual. Spend time going over policies 
and procedures involving employee in-
tegrity in pre-employment information 
interviews and sessions for job appli-
cants, orientation sessions for new 
employees and training programs for all 
employees. Update policies and proce-
dures regularly to keep them specific and 
timely for your business circumstances. 
When policies or procedures change, re-
educate the workforce (don't just send a 
memo!) The seriousness with which you 
take these policies will directly influence 
the seriousness with which your employ-
ees take them.  

3. On a monthly or quarterly basis, let 
employees know about their successes in 
preventing losses through theft or fraud. 
In effect, thank them for partnering with 
you in maintaining a zero-tolerance 
policy for such acts. (For comparison, a 
good model for such notification to em-
ployees is the common practice of 
posting the number of days without a 
work-related accident. Employees re-
spond positively to a successful track 
record and work to keep it going.) 

On the flip side, make a big noise 
when theft or fraud is discovered. If your 
supply of new climbing ropes disappears 
from the office, the thief obviously pre-
fers that you shrug it off and sweep the 
matter under the carpet. Don't oblige the 
thief! Even if you do not know the per-
petrator. you must show passionate 
outrage (but not to the point of making 
innocent parties feel accused) to let all 
employees know that honesty is the only 
policy in your business. 

Finally, three covert policies will help 
uncover and eventually eliminate em-
ployee theft and abuse: 

1. Consider installing video surveillance 
equipment in main equipment and storage 
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rooms and other areas. A wall-mounted 
camera and remote monitor can be pur -
chased and installed for well under S500, 
according to our phone research with sev -
eral nationwide merchandise outlets, 
including Circuit City, Costco, Office De-
pot, CompUSA. and others. It's an 
investment that pays dividends both in 
what it may reveal about theft as well as 
the stealing and fraud it can prevent. 

The camera need not be watched at all 
times, of course, to be effective as a deter-
rent to stealing, equipment sabotage and 
other problems. Merely the presence of the 
camera in the room usually intimidates 
would-be thieves. The unit can easily be 
connected to a VCR for a continuous or 
sporadic visual record of site activity. 

2. Contract with a professional security 
agency to periodically review your inter-
nal security measures. This need not be 
expensive. You can involve a security 
expert as an occasional speaker in your 
employee-training program. His or her 
visible presence will be eloquent and 
powerful testimony to how seriously you 
take the problems of theft and fraud. 

To link up with this kind of assistance, 
contact a reputable security service in your 
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area and ask for a free or low-cost inven-
tory of your security needs. Make clear that 
your central purpose is prevention of theft 
and abuse, and only secondarily apprehen-
sion after the crime. Choose the security 
firm with the overall plan that best suits 
your budget and specific security needs. 

3. Investigate "lock-out" options for com-
puters, telephones and e-mail to prevent 
unauthorized long-distance charges, per-
sonal business on company time and 
legally if not morally hazardous materials 
finding their way onto company hard-
drives. When faced with sexual harassment 
charges or other work environment issues, 
many companies have found it hard to ex-
plain why sexually explicit files had been 
downloaded from the Internet onto com-
pany computers; why e-mail archives 
contained racist or sexist humor; and why 
telephone records showed calls from busi-
ness telephones to adult-only numbers. 
Permanently erasing such records from a 
computer hard-drive is no easy matter; in-
vestigators have sophisticated electronic 
means of detecting and reconstructing sup - it, 

 deleted files. 
By devoting attention and energy to 

eliminating theft and fraud in your com-
pany, you can protect and improve your 
bottomline significantly while setting the 
bar high for what you expect from an hon-
est workforce. 

Arthur H. Bell is Professor ofManagement 
Communication at the McLaren School of 
Business, University ,  of San Francisco. Dayle 
M. Smith is Professor of Management at the 

McLaren School of Business, University of 
San Francisco. TCI 

Answer these questions for yourself, 
then use them to motivate discussion in 
management meetings and employee 
briefings. 

Who inventories company property? 
How often? What happens when items 
are missing? What records are kept from 
year to year? 

What are your policies about em-
ployee theft and fraud? Where can these 
policies be located? Are they enforced? 
Do employees know them well? Do 
these policies contain clear examples of 
theft and fraud to prevent any misunder -
standing? 

To what degree do you consider and/ 
or test integrity as part of hiring and pro-
motion procedures in your company? 
Have you investigated integrity testing 
as part of your selection process? 

What part does reinforcement of in-
tegrity policiesand procedures play in 
your company's training programs? Its 
employee publications? In presentations 
by management to employees? 

How much did losses due to em-
ployee theft and fraud cost you in recent 
years? How much did you spend trying 
to investigate or prosecute? What legal 
expenses did you incur in your efforts 
to deal with employee theft and fraud? 

What channels of communication 
now exist in your company through 
which employees or clients can anony-
mously or confidentially report 
dishonest acts by one of your workers? 

Are you getting full-service treat-
ment from your present security agent, 
including presentations on security top-
ics to employees and periodic review of 
security requirements? Or have you 
settled simply for someone to make sure 
the doors are locked and the alarms are 
on? 

Do your employees give high or low 
priority to matters of theft and fraud? 
Are such acts tolerated by workers who 
hear about them? Do workers know 
what to do when they find out about such 
acts? 

As part of your purchasing program, 
do you have a reliable system for mark-
ing and keeping track of every piece of 
equipment, software, furniture, chain 
saw, saddle, box of supplies, computer 
hardware and so forth? 

What is your own level of com-
mitment to preventing theft and fraud in 
your workplace? Are you passionate 
about this cause or is it one more item 
you want to get to when you have more 
time? 

Setting the Stage for the 
Honest Workplace 

Cummins Diesel Power 
for the Tree Care Industry 

B&C Series Engines that provide a wide range of Engine Power, 76-260 
horsepower. Engines that are designed to meet the new and future off-Highway 
Emissions Regulations. 

Cummins Michigan Inc. 	rS 
41216 Vincenti Court Novi, MI 48375 

Phone (248) 473-9000 • Fax (248) 473-8560 
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Events & Seminars 

May 3, 2000 
Hazard Trees: How to Identify, Evaluate 
and Manage Defective Trees 
Nebraska City, Neb. 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
Contact: 888-448-7337 

May 5, 2000 
8th Annual Educational Seminar and Exam 
Preparation Course 
NJ Society of Certified Tree Experts 
Contact: Gary Lovallo (888) 873-3034 

May 8, 2000 
Roadside Tree Law Right-of-Way User's 
Meeting 
Mid-Atlantic Chapter ISA 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Laurel, MD 
Contact: 703-753-0499 

May 13, 2000 
Latest Climbing Techniques and 
Equipment 
Moore's River Park 
Lansing, MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

May 17-18, 2000 
Tree and Shrub Fertilizer Conference 
Ohio Chapter of ISA 
Contact: Alan Siewert (440) 632-5299 

May 17-19, 2000 
ISA - Pacific Northwest Chapter 
PNW Community Trees Conference 
Anchorage, AK 
Contact: (503) 874-8263 

May 25, 2000 
Young Tree Pruning/Training! 
Maintenance 
MSU Union, East Lansing, MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

May 25-26, 2000 
ISA - Penn-Del Chapter 
Tree Appraisal Workshop 
Penn State - Mount Alto 
Contact: Scott Diffenderfer (717) 264-6105 

June 2000 
Tree Management to Prevent Storm 
Damage 
Four Locations: Marquette, Gaylord, 
Grand Rapids, Detroit, MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

June 2, 2000 
Ensuring the Future of Heritage Elms 
Ontaria Shade Tree Council 
Guelph, Ontario 
Contact: Bruce Bostock 416-631-7584 

June 3, 2000 
8th Annual Educational Seminar and Exam 
Preparation Course 
NJ Society of Certified Tree Experts 
Contact: Gary Lovallo (888) 873-3034 

June 8, 2000 
Hazard Trees: How to Identify. Evaluate 
and Manage Defective Trees 
Cincinnati, OH 
National Arbor Day Foundation 
Contact: 888-448-7337 

June10, 2000 
Pruning and Landscape Renovation 
Workshop 
PlantAmnesty 
West Side of Puget Sound 
Contact: 206-783-9813 for information 

June 11-13, 2000 
The Ecology of Urban Soils: Designing & 
Managing Soils for the Living Landscape 
Radisson Hotel, St. Paul, MN 
Contact: Cindy Ash (651) 454-7250 

June 16, 2000 
ISA Certified Arborist Exam 
Austin, TX 
Contact: Pat Wentworth (512) 451-7363 

June 17-20, 2000 
Trees Florida 2000 Conference 
Florida Chapter ISA 
Westin Innisbrook Resort, 
Tarpon Springs. FL 
Contact: 407-872-1738 

June 22-23, 2000 
Tree Autopsy and Dissection Lab 
Dr. Al Shigo 
Portsmouth, NH 
Contact: NE Shade Tree (603) 436-4804 

July 22-24, 2000 
International Lawn, Garden & Power 
Equipment Expo 
Kentucky Exposition Center 
Louisville, KY 
Contact: (800) 558-8767 

July 27-28, 2000 
Interstate Professional Applicators Association 
Summer Board Meeting 
Double Tree Inn 
Pasco, WA 
Contact: IPAA (360) 886-9076 

July 28, 2000 
ISA Certified Arborist Exam 
Fort Worth, TX 
Contact: Pat Wentworth (512) 451-7363 

July 28, 2000 
Conference on Woody Plants 
Swathmore College, PA 
Contact: Longwood Gardens (610) 388-1000 

July 29, 2000 
Certified Landscape Technician (CLT) test 
Derwood, MD 
Contact: LCA at (301) 948-0810 

August 23, 2000 
Michigan Turfgrass Foundation 
Michigan Turfgrass Field Day 
Michigan State University 
Contact: Kay Patrick (517) 321-1660 

September 12-13, 2000 
MFPA Summer Meeting 
Camp Brighton, MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

September 22, 2000 
ISA Certified Arborist Exam 
Waco, TX 
Contact: Pat Wentworth (512) 451-7363 
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September 25-27, 2000 
ISA - Pacific Northwest Chapter 
Tree Care for the New Millennium 
Boise. Idaho 
Contact: Paul Ries (503) 874 - 8263 

September 26-27. 2000 
Trees. People and the Law Conference 
Arbor Day Farm/Lied Conference Center 
Nebraska City, Neb. 
Contact: (402) 474-5665 

October 1-4, 2000 
Great Lakes: Great Trees 
Society of Municipal Arborists Conference 

Holiday Inn South. Lansing, MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

October 6-7, 2000 
Emerald Expo 
Stadium Exhibition Center 
Seattle, WA 
Contact: (877) 473-3655  

October 6-8. 2000 
Student Society of Arboriculture 
5th Annual Conference and Job Fair 
Northeast Iowa Community College 
Contact: Tim Walsh at t alsh@ uwsp.edu  

October 12-13, 2000 
A New Tree Biology, by the Book. 
presented by Dr. Al Shigo 
Portsmouth, NH 
Contact: NE Shade Tree (603) 436-4804 

October 18-21, 2000 
Student Society of Arboriculture 
6th Annual Conference and Job Fair 
Clemson University 
Contact: Tim Walsh at twalsh@uwsp.edu  

October 19, 2000 
Tree Evaluation Workshop 
Grand Rapids, MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

November 2000 
Body Language of Trees 
Dr. Claus Mattheck. German physicist 
Ypsilanti. MI 
Contact: Ann Ashby (517) 482-5530 

November 9-11, 2000 
National Arborist Association 
TCI EXPO 2000 
Charlotte Convention Center 
Contact: Carol Crossland (603) 673-3311 

December 3-6, 2000 
33rd Annual Conference 
American Society of Consulting Arborists 
The Hotel Viking, Newport. RI 
Contact: ASCA (301) 947-0483 

December 7-8, 2000 
Rhizosphere Chemistry and Biology 
Dr. Al Shigo. Portsmouth. NH 
Contact: NE Shade Tree (603) 436-4804 

Send information on your event to: 
Tree Care Industry, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103 

Fax: 603-314-5386; 
E-mail: Garvin  @natlarb.co,n 

zII 
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From A Disease Perspective 
1. Worst: White Birch - Best: Heritage 
River Birch 

One tree that will always make the worst list of both pa-
thologist and entomologist is white or paper birch (Betula 
papvrifera) because of its susceptibility to the bronze birch 
borer. What qualifies it on the pathologist list is that borers 

I WA 
Symptoms of apple scab are readily apparent on 
leaves. 

are more attracted to a tree under stress, and as soon as you 
say the word stress you're talking diseases. The shallow-
rooted nature of the birch along with poor (droughty) 
planting sites results in plant stress that favors attack by 
the bronze birch borer. The substitute for paper birch is 
'Heritage' river birch, a tree that has excellent resistance 
to the bronze birch borer and wonderful exfoliating bark. 
However, as with many of my substitute best trees, it does 
have a few problems that must be mentioned. It is very prone 
to leaf drop during the summer if planted in a dry site. I 
would strongly recommend that you plant this tree in a wet 
location. Also, it is very prone to iron chlorosis if planted 
in a site where the pH is above seven. However, it does not 
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Sycamores often show a 'witches-broom growth habit because of the 
girdling action of the anthracnose fungus in the stem tissue. 
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Please circle 33 on Reader Service Card 

show iimn dieback and death, as does 
our second worst tree, pin oak. 

2. Worst: Pin Oak - Best: 
Northern Red Oak 

Susceptibility to iron chiorosis is the 
main reason I place pin oak on my worst 
list. Undoubtedly, it is a magnificent speci- 

Oral Ivy TV  
Prevents & Treats Symptoms 

Use Oral Ivy to 

Reduce Comp. Claims 

Reduce Absenteeism 

Improve Safety 

Improve Morale 

Increase Efficiency 

$12.50 + S1.95 Postage 

10% DISCOUNT 
BY THE DOZEN 

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE: 

1-800-553-6778 

Please circle 66 on Reader Service Card 

men tree in the proper site location; unfor -
tunately, there are very few "proper" 
locations in Indiana. Even if planted in a 
"good" site, it is often just a matter of time 
before the roots grow into an area with high 
soil pH, resulting in small, pale, scorched 
leaves and stem dieback. Instead of pin 
oak, plant northern red oak. It has nice 
form, grows rapidly and has great fall 
color. One problem with northern red oak 
is blister leaf, a fungus disease. However, 
blister leaf is only a "cosmetic-type" dis-
ease and causes no real harm to the tree. It 
just looks ugly. There is always some con-
cern for oak wilt with red oaks, however 
the odds of oak wilt occurring on urban-
planted trees are remote at best. 

3. Worst: Lombardy 
(Black) Poplar - Best: 
Austrees 

I never met a poplar I like, especially 
the Lombardy poplar. We should put a  

tag on the Lombardy poplar that states: 
"Within ten years, this tree will die." 
Admittedly they grow fast and give you 
a quick screening hedge, which is the 
reason for their appeal. However, their 
extreme susceptibility to fungal stem 
canker qualifies them for our worst list. 
My replacement for the Lombardy pop-
lar is the Austree (Salix Matsudana X 
Alba), a hardy tree from down under 
(New Zealand, actually). I am a skeptic 
of any willow in the landscape. However, 
after observing Austrees for over 10 
years, I'm finally putting them on my list 
of 10 best. I can hear the hissing now. 
They do not get stem canker, they appear 
to be hardy and maybe, just maybe, they 
might make a good tree where a quick-
growing screen hedge is required. You 
can grow Austrees multi-branched or 
you can prune them into a single-stem 
shade tree. Pruning out the lower 
branches can opened them up to severe 
winter sun scald, though. My only pro- 
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viso: go slow, plant a few and see how 
you like them. The final word is not yet 
in on this best tree, 

4. Worst: American Sy-
camore - Best: Sugar 
Maple 

A fast-growing, dirty tree—probably 
the dirtiest tree of all—is the American 
sycamore. The reason the American sy-
camore is on my worst list is not because 
it drops leaves, twigs and bark all year 
but because of the fungus disease known 
as anthracnose. The fungus attacks both 
leaf and stem tissue resulting in sores 
(cankers) throughout the tree canopy. 
Within the stem cankers is where the 
fungus overwinters. During mild periods 
in winter and spring the fungus becomes 
active within the cankers, resulting in 
further girdling of the branches and stern 
dieback. Sycamores often show a 
"witches-broom" growth habit because  

of the girdling action of the fungus in the 
stem tissue. It's like taking a pruner to 
every stem on the sycamore and making 
a stub-cut. 

During cool weather, the fungus has 
the upper hand. As temperatures increase 
the sycamore gets the upper hand, the 
fungus goes dormant and the tree lays 
down callus tissue. The battle goes back 
and forth every year, with the sycamore 
having just enough vigor to withstand the 
disease. Most all disease-management 
recommendations include good sanita-
tion—raking and destroying all fallen 
leaves and twigs. But in reality, sanita-
tion will do little for control of sycamore 
anthracnose. since so much of the fun-
gus resides within cankers in the tree. I 
can't give you a really good fungicide 
for control of anthracanose—there aren't 
any. If I were to spray for sycamore an-
thracnose. I would probably go back to 
the good old basic fixed-coppers. Sugar 
maple are too slow growing. their co- 

dominance results in broken out central 
leaders and they are susceptible to a leaf 
anthracnose (a totally different fungus 
from the one that attacks sycamore) 
which in some years can cause signifi-
cant leaf drop. However, they are such a 
magnificent tree that they are worth the 
effort in spite of their problems. 

4 CiiffeYs 11111,/CS 
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Iron chiorosis on pin oak puts this tree on ten worst list. 

Too many cultivars have a high susceptibility 
apple scab fungus. 

5. Worst: Ameri-
can Dogwood - 
Best: Cornelian 
Cherry Dogwood 

The American Dogwood 
now makes my list of ten worst 

:o  the 
trees. There are so many great 
things about the American dog- 
wood that I kept them off the 

worst list in spite of the "new" anthracnose 
disease that jumped off the boat from Asia 
in the '70s and wiped out so many along 
the East and West coasts. In spite of win- 
ter hardiness problems, in spite of 

dogwood borer, in spite of armillaria root 
rot, in spite of wet feet, I kept them off the 
worst list. However, a new powdery mil-
dew disease was the last straw. Powdery 
mildew has not been a serious problem for 
dogwood in the past, but over the last three 
to five years it has become extremely de-
bilitating to our American dogwood. Just 
how and when this new powdery mildew 
problem came about is not yet known, but 
it's here and it's causing serious injury. 
Fortunately the fungicide, Banner, and 
other sterol inhibitor fungicides do a good 
job in holding both mildew and anthra-
cnose in check. Originally I was looking 
to 'Kousa' dogwood as the replacement for 
American dogwood. Kousa dogwood 
shows good resistance to mildew and is 
similar in form and flower to the Ameri-
can dogwood. However, cold hardiness 
problems with a number of cultivars will 
not allow Kousa to make the best list. In-
stead, we add the Cornelian cherry 
dogwood to our list of best trees. I admit 
its appearance and flower doesn't come 
close to the American dogwood or the 
Kousa, but if you want a tough, hardy, 
drought-tolerant, disease-free small tree, it 
does the job. I strongly recommend that 
you prune it to two or three multiple stems 
and prune it high! It can be a very attrac-
tive small tree it properly pruned when 

young. 

6. Worst: Austrian, Red, 
Scotch Pines - Best: 
White Pine 

All two-needled pines are on our list 
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of 10 worst trees. The reason is a fungus 
disease known as Sphaeropsis tip blight 
(formerly called Diplodia tip blight). 
Sphaeropsis is an insidious disease in 
that it generally does not attack young 
trees. Just when that young juvenile pine 
is finally turning into a tree, the fungus 
attacks. Over the next seven to ten years, 
it will continue to take out the lower 
branches until finally you are left with 

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc. 

1-800-856-2064 
628 North Portland Street 

Ridgeville, IN 47380 

BRAND NEW 
1999 & 2000 GMC & International 

55' Aerial Lift of CT. 60' w.h. 
LR3 Altec 60' w.h. 

XT55' Hi-Ranger Terex Telelect 60 w.h. 

1999 GMC o ei Lhip tiuek with 
remo able top & sides. 

SIM  

just a wisp of green in the crown of the 
tree. Without a doubt, Austrian pine is 
most susceptible to this disease, but most 
all two-needle pines are highly suscep-
tible. This is a difficult disease to control. 
Fungicide sprays must be applied early, 
starting at bud break, and continued on 
a 10-day interval as new candles emerge. 
A fungicide tank-mix of thiophanate-
methyl and chlorothalonil is a double 
dose of the two most proven fungicides 
for this disease. Maybe tank-mixing the 
two fungicides is overkill, but I think not. 
Not with this disease. White pine is re-
sistant to Sphaeropsis, is fast growing 
and makes a nice addition to our best list. 
White pine requires an open, sunny lo-
cation with good soil drainage. If you 
don't have good drainage, root rot can 
result. Salts, air pollutants and chlorosis 
from high soil pH are additional prob-
lems common to White pine, but they 
have enough positive qualities that keep 
them on the ten best list. 

7. Worst: Scabby 
Crabapples - Best: Non-
scabby Crabapples 

Now we come to crabapples. I have a 

real love-hate relationship with 
crabapples. They are definitely on my ten 
worst list, but they also definitely make 
my ten best list. It depends on the culti-
var in question. Those that make my 
worst list have high susceptibility to the 
fungus disease, apple scab, while those 
on the best list have at least moderate 
resistance to this extremely damaging 
foliar disease. Unfortunately, there has 
been much misinformation in regard to 
scab susceptibility. Most nurseries are 
doing a good job of weeding out most of 
the old scabby crabapple cultivars and 
propagating only the newer scab-resis-
tant cultivars. See the listing in Table I 
for recommended crabs to plant and not 
to plant. Unfortunately, we all are cursed 
with too many older crabapples with high 
susceptibility to apple scab, but we can't 
just cut them all down. Over the past five 
years we have developed a 3 X 3 (a total 
of three sprays applied at three-week in-
tervals) fungicide spray program using 
the fungicide Banner at the high label 
rate. The program begins at PINK (think 

pink). Select a few mid-blooming 
crabapples to monitor each spring, and 
when you see the flower buds showing 
pink go on with your first spray. Imme- 
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diately mark on your calendar to spray in 
another three weeks and then a final spray 
in three more weeks. I won't guarantee 
you a totally scab free crabapple come 
September. but I will guarantee you one 
that will not have yellow leaves that de-
foliate. And who cares about a few scab 
spots. Aesthetically, the tree will look 
great. 

Worst: Eastern Red-
bud - Best: Winter King 
Hawthorn 

Eastern redbud is on my list often worst 
trees for many reasons. To begin, it is very 
susceptible to Verticillium wilt, a soil-

borne fungus disease that infects through 
root wounds and results in a plugging up 
of the xylem, leading to leaf wilt, yellow-
ing and sudden tree death. There is no good 
control for Verticillium wilt. Once a tree 
is infected, it is doomed to a fairly rapid 
death. If this wasn't bad enough, redbud 
are also very susceptible to stem canker. 
The fungus responsible for cankers on red-
bud is fortunately not an aggressive fungus 
and rarely causes tree death. However can-
kers will eventually girdle both small and 
large limbs, especially in older redbud. Still 
another problem, as we all can attest to, is 
redbud's high sensitivity to 2,4-D injury. 
Many redbud for a good part of spring will 
have strap-shaped, leathery leaves in place 
of the normal heart-shaped leaf. Hey, if 
you like redbud, plant them—it helps keep 
me in ajob. The replacement tree for red-
bud is Simpson's Winter King hawthorn. 
Some would say this tree is over planted 
but I'm not one of them. This fantastic 
tree does not have the brush cut of most 
hawthorns, has wonderful bark and ber-
ries. and is tough as nails. Its one fault is 
susceptibility to cedar-quince and cedar-
hawthorn rust. However, these are 
generally only problems in the most rust-
prone areas. 

Worst: European 
Mountain Ash - Best: 
Skyline Honeylocust 

I'm the first to admit that European 
mountain ash is a very pretty tree, it's just  

too bad they all die within five years of 
planting. Their very thin bark makes them 
prone to both winter and summer sunscald. 
With sunscald injury comes the borers and 
after the borers you get canker. This com-
plex of sunscald, borer and canker is at 

work from the time the tree is planted un-
til its ultimate premature death. In addition. 
the European mountain ash is intolerant of 
our high summer temperatures in Indiana 
and does best in the cool Michigan soils. 
You'll never see Skyline honeylocust or 

any other honeylocust on the list of an 
entomologist's best tree list: just too many 
insect problems. However, if not planted 
in a monoculture, insect problems can be 
kept in check for this fast growing, grace-
ful tree that makes our best tree list. 

Worst: Siberian Elm 
- Best: The Ginkgo 

Finally. I'll end with elms. There is noth-
ing good to say about Siberian elm, which 

HIGHEST QUALITY 
BEST PRICES 

All Orders Ship 

Within 24 Hours 

- Knives for All Models 
and Makes in Stock 

Industrial Quality 
CLitting Tools for 75 
years 
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''There are so many great things about the American dog 
wood that I kept them off the worst list in spite of the 'new' 
anthracnose disease that jumped off the boat from Asia in 
the '70s and wiped out so many along the East and West 
coasts. In spite of winter hardiness problems, in spite of dog-
wood borer, in spite of armillaria root rot, in spite of wet feet, 
I kept them off the worst list. However, a new powdery mil-
dew disease was the last 
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Verticillium wilt on a redbud. 
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Alamo is a registered trademark of Novartis Crop Protection, Inc. Aliette is a registered trademark of Rhône-Poulenc Ag Company. Bayleton is a registered 
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From Tree Tech Microinjection Systems comes a full line 
of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides, bactericides 

and fertilizers in leakproof microinjection units. 

Insecticides - Acephate, Vividll and MetaSystox® R 

Fungicides - Bayleton®, Aliette® and Alamo® 

Fertilizers - Our proprietary NutriJectTM  formulations 

Bactericides - Oxytetracycline 

Tree Tech 

1879 SW 18th Ave 
Williston, FL 32696 

1-800-622-2831 
e-mail: treetek@aol.com  

suffers from slime flux, elm leaf beetles, 
anthracnose and being very weak-wooded. 
If you have any kind of an ice storm, there 
will be no tree left. I would like to make 

the replacement tree one of the new Dutch 
elm disease (DED) resistant cultivars. 
However, I'm not yet convinced that the 
new DED resistant cultivars will also re-
sist elm yellows, a phytoplasma disease 

that can be just as destructive as DED, nor 
am I convinced they won't be stripped of 
leaves every summer by three to four gen-
erations of the elm leaf beetle. So, we'll 
end with the ginkgo—a tree for all ages, 
one that has proven itself time and again 
and with each year that passes grows more 
majestic. 

Dr. Paul Peckiiold is ci professor of plant 

pathology at Purdue University. He joined 
the staff of the Botany and Plant Pathology 
Department of Purdue in 1973, where hisfo-

cus is on diseases of ornamental trees and 
fruit crops. His research emphasis has been 
the development of an integrated, minimal 
spray program for apple scab and other ma-
jor landscape disease problems. This article 
was excerpted and adapted from a lecture 
at TCI EXPO '99 in Indianapolis. TCI 

VM 
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Leafminers 	 Thrips 	 Lepidoptera 

wasted 

RIC 

Beneficials 	 Ornamentais 	 Workers 

conserved 

Running your business means walking a fine line. You have to eliminate insect pests, but 

you have to do it without harming beneficial insects, plants or your workers. The answer? 

C onserve * SC turf and ornamental insect control. Nothings ,- 
4.Dow AgroSciences 

better at controlling tough insect pests. And since its derived 	 * 

from a naturally occurring organism, Conserve also controls your Conserve Sc 
worries about plant damage and beneficials. Conserve. 	Turf and Ornamental 

Its not a synthetic. Its not a biological. Its business insurance. 	Insect Control 

wws.dowagro.corniturt -800-255-3726 

Always read and follow label directions 

Trademark of Doo AeroScience, LLC 
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The J.P. Canton Company line of stump cutters includes 
the tow-behind Model 7500. 

ABC's of Profitable 
Stump Cutting 

Price the job right—avoid gouging or 
underbidding just to get work 

Maximize customer service—for repeat 
business and referrals 

aivIng a Protitable N1' 
cf - 

in a Specialized Market 
BY Rick Howland 

M akin g  a buck in the stump grinding business 
(or stump cutting, if you prefer) isn't just 
about equipment. 

Certainly, it's about using the right cutter for the job, but 
it is also about knowing one's market enough to recognize  

opportunity and good business judgment. That applies 
whether stump cutting is a part-time business, a sideline or 
an add-on service to the general tree care business. 

Regarding equipment, yes, size does count, but as with 
so much else in life, bigger isn't necessarily better. 

Several NAA members we spoke to over the past 12 
months swear by their smaller cutters, citing units like 
the Rayco Super Junior or Canton 2300-4 self-propelled 

0. 

# 

Doskocil Industries makes portable, one-man 
grinders for easy transport. 

C. Schedule efficiently to minimize travel 
and get the most from your equipment 

.• I 

IP L.  

• 	 ... 	 ..•- 

QP _L-; 	- 	- 
For heavy-duty jobs, the Rayco RG 50 self-propelled unit 
can access a variety of locations. 

Fox Manufacturing offers a maneuver- 
able, inexpensive stump router that 
takes on small, hard-to-reach stumps. 
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High performance has never been so cleverly engineered! 
Distinctively different, and uniquely RAYCO®, the AG 50 
stump cutter enables the operator to bring BIG diesel 
power through a 36" garden gate! The AG 50's low center 
of gravity permits safe operation in the 35" wide stance. 
For even greater stability on uneven terrain, dual wheels 
come standard. 

a hydrostatic transmission. RAYCO's "Quick Stop" cut-
ter wheel is among many features insuring safety. It can 
stop the cutter wheel within three seconds with no harm 
to drive train components. The operator's console gives a 
close-up view of the cutter wheel and safe visibility of the 
cutting action. 

Control and stability are RAYCO's design mission. The RAYCO® RG 50... 
RG 50 is self-propelled by independent drive wheels with When you get serious about stump cutting! 

I-M 
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SUPER TOOTHTM 
The single-piece design, constructed 
of high alloy steel, adds structural 
integrity to the Super Tooth eliminating 
tooth bending, twisting and breaking. 
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Miller Machine's PRO 75SS can be attached to large 
skidsteer loaders. 
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four-wheeler. These devices are favored because they 
are less expensive to purchase initially, easier to main-
tain and repair and easy to get on and off the trailer. 
The best part, though, is that they're also capable of 
getting through the ever-problematic, 36-inch-wide 

back yard gate and into very tight spots—one managed 
to function efficiently under a deck! That translates into 
being able to quickly take on otherwise difficult jobs. 
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Vermeer's 5C505 tackles large stumps and has a narrow, 35-inch 
width for backyard jobs. 

Bigger chippers like Vermeer's high production SC se-

ries can make fast work of big jobs or quickly level multiple 
targets of opportunity—but the initial investment can be 
daunting. 

The stump cutter pros we spoke to agreed on one thing, how- 

tv 
-. 	. 

2 .  
-. 

Stump Removal Inc., which recently bought the rights to 
Kan-Du, offers a stump grinder that fits through a 30-inch 
opening and then expands to 48 inches. 

I - 

V c- 
OL 
Excel Industries offers a stump cutter mounted to its line 
of Hustler tractors, which can also be fitted with a dozer 
blade for chip removal and cleanup. 

Did You 
Get Ito? 

LEONARD! TEETH 

FEBRUARY 2000 
1-800-537-2552 • Fax: 1-315-834-9220 
E-mail: leonardimfg@worldnet.att.net  

70 	MADE IN USA 

INK 

If not, give us a call & we'll send you one! 
Please circle 45 on Reader Service Card 
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When you need more power and less width 	A powerful gear-driven cutter wheel, a 
for your stump-cutting applications, go with 	towless self-propelled design, turf-friendly 	Verwrmr 
the right equipment - go with Vermeer 	rubber tracks and a 35" (89 cm) width 

(in retracted mode) combine to offer a 	 ,--- 
Designed for tree and small land-clearing 	tough and versatile stump-cutting machine. 
contractors, the SC505 performs. Whether 	 - 
you're facing an open field or a tight back 	The Vermeer SC505 - an 
yard, the SC505 has the power, features and 	innovation in efficiency 
maneuverability to succeed. 	 and productivity, 

For more information, call 
toll-free 1-888-VERMEER 

Built To Your Expectations. 	©Vermeer Manufacturing Company. 1999. 
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ARB RTECH is one of the nation's leading manufacturers of 
forestry bodies and arboriculture products. 

Call 1-800-255-5715 
wwwarbortech.cc  
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Now Manufacturing and Distributing "STUMP CLAW TEETH" 
PAT # 5.279 345 

Stump
Threaded Stump Cutter 

Cutters 	Pockets 
	Hodges Stump Cutter 
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Regular (Std.) Teeth 	Round Reversible 
Pockets 

	

Stump Claw Teeth 	
Stump Claw 

Pockets 

Short Bolt 

Long Bolt 

,Z=  
B-11-C 

B-i-C 

Established 1954--over 45 years 

ever, and that is profitability is not so 
much a function of equipment as it is 
customer service and good business 
sense. 

Chris Davison, owner of Davison 
Stump Removal in Accokeek, Md., has 
been doing tree care and stump work for 

Buy from the Original Manufacturer 

800 421-5985 1 
6 

13 years, and for the past seven has been 
in business for himself. Here is a case 
where grinding stumps "was not real well 
known," says Davison, a career 
firefighter. He recognized an opportunity 
when he saw one and began "subbing" 
stumps from friends in the business. 

Border City Tools Manufacturing Co. 
23325 BLACKSTONE • WARREN, Ml 48089-2675 

810/ 758-5574 • 800/ 421-5985 • FAX 810/ 758-7829 

Now running a crew of up to five at a 
time, Davison says if one is trying to be 
a stumper on the side, it's pretty much a 
one-man operation. His success lay in 
expanding the business into more prof-
itable full-service tree care activities. 
Today, Davison's stump cutting varies 
by month and season. "We do a lot of 
tree removal and make more on removal 
than on stump cutting. Together, though, 
the two still account for a third of the 
business," he says. 

The profitability key for Davison is 
'quality work at a reasonable price ... 

not gouging. And giving good advice." 
Those two commandments have held 

Davison in good stead. They have re-
sulted in customer-returns and referrals 
on which most successful stumpers say 
their businesses are built. Davison admits 
he does a good amount of advertising but 
adds that "half our work comes from 
customers who have used our services 
before or new customers referred directly 
from satisfied ones." 

Next, we talked with Larry Gilson, 
owner of America's "Northernmost 
Commercial Stump Grinding Opera-
tion" as he calls his mostly residential 
business in Fairbanks, Alaska. 

He, too, sees stump grinding as an 
opportunity. Formerly a utility worker, 
Gilson noticed that virtually every back-
yard in the Fairbanks area was littered 
with stumps. At the time, no one was 
doing stump grinding in his area. The 
problem, he says, is that the big contrac-
tors have big equipment and just can't 
get in to finish up in this still booming 
town. (Currently, Gilson, the area's first 
commercial stump grinding operation, 
still has the market to himself.) 

At just four degrees above zero with 
snow on the ground in late March, Gilson 
was anticipating the April-October tree 
season. Though he saw wide-open op-
portunity and customer need and was 
armed with a potent little grinder (which 
is still in service). "I had to educate 
people as to what I was offering." He 
went the advertising route but found that 
word of mouth was the best teacher—
that and trying to do a good job. 

continued on page 59 
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By TOdd Versteeg 

Specialization has become a real niche in the tree care in-
dustry. Large firms have found it to be more profitable to 
subcontract out stump removal. Traditionally, these tree spe-
cialists would have to haul a stump cutter to every job, let it 
sit idle during the removal of the tree and then finally grind 
the stump. This costs the time involved in hauling an additional 
piece of equipment to the job, training an operator, increased 
insurance and workers' compensation expenses, as well as the 
cost involved with a piece of equipment that sits idle a large 
percentage of the time. 

Galin Haaven, owner of Haaven's Stump Removal in Cen-
ter City, Minn., recognized these challenges and saw an 
opportunity to start his own business. "I used to work for a 
large tree contractor," explains Haaven. "We would do ev -
erything from cutting the tree down to hauling it away. The 
only thing we didn't 
do was remove the 
stump.! saw this as an 
opportunity to pick 
up some work on the 
side and bought a 
used stump cutter. I 
started off part-time 
but couldn't keep up 
with the demand. This 
led me into working 
for myself, specializ-
ing in stump 
removal." 

Haaven is quick to 
point out that starting 
his own business- 

ecializing in one 
ng - is not as easy as it sounds. "There are so many things 
.'olved with making it profitable," he says. "The first key to 

-ss is time management. 
have two sons who work for me. We start off each day _a meeting to determine who's going where. I'll set up a 

ute that allows everyone to work their way to a certain place 
d then work their way back," says Haaven. "One of our two 
rmeer SC665B stump cutters is always in Minneapolis. The 
y has been struck with Dutch elm disease over recent years, 
d we've picked up the contract to grind the stumps after 

the trees are removed. The other machine will do various sub- 
contracted work. I usually take our Vermeer SC505 

i.....If-propelled unit with me to bid on residential jobs." 
Haaven's earns a lot of business when people see his crew 
jrking at residential jobs around the Minneapolis area. 

When we're out grinding, people see our phone number on 
the side of the truck and call to have stumps in their yards 

hamoved," says Haaven. "When I show up to give them an 
imate, I'll trailer the stump cutter behind the truck. About  

saves me a trip." 
Haaven's company will grind between 250 to 300 stumps a 

week. To maintain this pace, Haaven makes sure that all of 
his machines get the care they need. This begins with proper 
maintenance each morning but doesn't stop there. "One of the 
most crucial parts on the stump cutter is the teeth. Take care 
of the teeth and that machine will make money. 

"Each morning we do the usual maintenance—check flu-
ids, grease and examine the teeth. When a tooth gets dull or 
breaks we have to buy new. The goal is to get the longest wear 
on the teeth and this is accomplished on the job." 

Haaven believes recognizing the type of ground conditions 
that a stump is in plays a big part in maintaining tooth life. 
"We do a lot of work around Stillwater—it's by a river and 
very rocky," he explains. " We do a walk-around before we 

get started grinding. We'll look around the area 
that we are digging in and use chisel bars to re-
move any rocks before we start. Once we start 
grinding we are careful to stay on the stump in 
these conditions. 

"We definitely feel it if we hit a rock. When the 
wheel hits a rock, we always back out of it," says ; 
Haaven. "The key is to not hit these rocks and if 
you hit one, back out of it right away. This will 
make the teeth last longer." 

Rocks are not the only foreign objects they 
have found around or in a stump during their 
walk-arounds. "We've run into concrete, raik 
road spikes and fence posts that trees ha 
grown around," explains Haaven. "I've foun. 
lot of different things that you never would ha' 
expected to find in a tree stump. By looking at 
the stump before we start grinding, we can iden-

tify any foreign objects before we hit them. Avoiding these 
foreign objects will not only extend tooth life but is also im-
portant for the safety of the operator. Taking some extra 
time to find and remove these objects before you start cut-
ting is definitely time well spent." 

Haaven believes in replacing the teeth on his machines ev-
ery four to five days. "Teeth are the easiest thing on the stump 
cutters to replace. Replacing them frequently means I can 
avoid having problems with other parts like bearings because 
a lot of wear and tear on the machine is caused by cutting with 
dull teeth." 

Another key to avoiding costly breakdowns is replacing the 
whole pocket when a tooth is broken. "Most of the time when 
a tooth breaks, the other tooth is rounded too, so I'll go ahead 
and replace that one. If a pocket has a dull tooth and a sharp 
tooth, it just doesn't cut right. Changing the whole pocket is 
better on the machine." 

Haaven offers one more piece of advice to anyone thinking 
about getting into the business, "Do a good job, give the people 

,A 	 m.iJrz 



When You Build The World's 4 Best Stump Grinder 
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continued from page 57 

Gilson says doing a good job in-
volves "hauling off my chips. Leaving 

them is doing only half the job," he 
maintains. He's experimented with a 
leaf vac tail-mounted to his one-ton 
dump bed truck. It works fairly well, 
except for dry periods when the rig 
kicks up a lot of dust. 

The short season, the short life cycle 
and the types of trees in the region dic-
tate the business. Stumps up to 36 inches 
in diameter are as big as trees get there-
abouts, he notes, while most are in the 
12-inch to 15-inch range. Trees like 
birch, spruce and other local varieties 
with root systems at or near the surface 
mean homeowners need to remove not 
only the stump but a significant portion 
of the root system in order to put down a 
decent lawn. 

Certain functions like cabling are vir - 

	

tually unheard of up 	44 

	

here, yet Larry's 	The tru 

	

Stump Grinding ex- 	be afrak 
panded into pruning 

	

and removals. Those 	you nee 

	

activities are a nice 	be mud' 

	

change, but grinding 	someon 
remains about half of 

the job the business. 

	

With one to three 	in a yea 

	

employees at any 	dercuffir 
given time, the biggest 
impediment to profit 
is the 30 percent of 
each hour consumed by non-income pro-
ducing activities like travel and setup. 
Gilson's objective is to cut down on travel 
and setup and to maximize his two 
Carltons, the most recent of which is a 
4400-4 that he uses for multiple stump jobs 
like clearing areas for driveways. 

Unlike his two colleagues who began 
cutting stumps and grew a business. Bob 

yea 

Raulinaitis, owner of Western Reserve 
Tree/Stump Service. Inc.. in Troy Town-
ship, Ohio, planned to be a full-service 
company from the start. His goal was 
"not to do removals only and be inca-

pable of completing a job." He's quick 
to note his company has worked for just 
about every customer there is—residen-
tial. commercial—everyone except the 

 or so because they are un-
ig themselves, too. 
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e key to profitability is not to 
ito price a stump job for what 
d to make ... First, there won't 
competition (if any). Second, 
who undercuts you just to get 

Drobably won't be in business 

DOSKOCIL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
1324 Rialto Ave. 

San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 885-0988 
FAX (909) 381-4743 
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federal government. 
This retired policeman developed an 

interest in the tree and stump business 
and had been friends with several ar-
borists for a long time. That gave him 

a good look at what goes into running 
a business. 

Ten years into it, Raulinaitis sticks 
to his guns. "The business had to be 
complete from the beginning," he in-
sists, and that has included stump 
cutters capable of handling a broad 
spectrum of projects. It requires two 
types of equipment: large ones for 
larger sites one can drive to (i.e. front 
yards or open commercial places with 
easy accessibility and room to dis-
mount equipment from the back of a 
vehicle) and smaller, nimble cutters 
capable of going through narrow ac- 

pr • Stone Collar 

.
Solid 3/4" Shank 

Shoulder Stop 

Patented Angle 

cess ways and operating in awkward 
or confining spaces. 

Raulinaitis opts for the Vermeer 502 
on the large end of the spectrum and the 
Rayco Super Junior for nimble needs. 
With a crew of six, Raulinaitis never fig-
ured on needing both but now knows he 
can't get along without the full coverage. 
In short, it means his company remains 
full service and does not have to rely on 
others to subcontract. 

Hand in hand with the capability is 
the ability to do a stump right off the 
bat. "There's really not much need to 
go back and forth with estimates," he 
relates. "We make it a practice to have 
a guy on the job whenever and what-
ever it takes, even if we have to move 
schedules around to get the job done 
when the customer wants it done." 

Raulinaitis has some pretty good ad-
vice on surviving in a short-lived 
business and staying profitable. 
"Don't undercut your fee," he cau-
tions. "If a job is not profitable, don't 
take it. Take the time to use and sched-
ule equipment properly and use time 
wisely. For example, plan a stump job 
into the going out and coming home 
schedule. It's pretty easy to drop off 
one man, a cutter and shovel if you 
plan ahead," he adds. 

The subtext to what Raulinaitis is 
saying is to get a handle on the busi-
ness. He knows, for example, that at 
the height of the season, Western Re-
serve Tree/Stump Service will do an 
average of three to four stumps per 
week. With a minimum charge of $35 
per call and an average return of $55 
to $75 per job, he knows where and 
when to take the profitable job and 
how to ensure that his profit doesn't 
get eaten up by what his colleague in 
Fairbanks calls non-income producing 
activities. 

He also extols the virtues of using 
the stump cutters to take down shrubs, 
explaining that homeowners and land-
scapers get the benefit of minor 
re-tilling and minimal raking prior to 

replanting. 
If debris has to be removed from the 

site. Raulinaitis charges extra because 
of labor and dump costs. To offset that 
and build a value-added reputation, 
Raulinaitis tries to suggest ways to dis-
perse the chips on the property. 
"Stumps tend to have a high acid con-
tent, so we suggest areas to spread the 
chips away from plants that are acid 
sensitive," he explains. 

Finally, he says, the true key to prof-
itability is "not to be afraid to price a 
stump job for what you need to make." 
First, he says, there won't be much 
competition (if any). Second, someone 
who undercuts you just to get the job 
probably won't be in business in a year 
or so because they are undercutting 
themselves, too. 

Richard C. How/and is a freelance 

'triter in Bedford, Mass. 	TCI 
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Eliminates Wheel Wear 
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POWER - TR1CTIOFt- DEPENDABILITY - LOW GROUND PRESSURE - STABILITY - 

Land Clearing Contract 

Do You Want To Leave The Commond Ground? 
Take On Difficult Land Clearing Contracts and 
Convert Them to Solid Profits' 

Avoid Problems: 
Contract Deadlines 

• Too Many Machines and People 
- Excessive Transportation Costs 

	your Land Clearing Operations 

• Use one machine with one operator to do the work that 
now requires several of each. 

- 190 hp and super light ground pressure greatly increase 
the range and type of areas you can cut. 

• Choose different types of mulching front-end cutter 
Enjoy low cost ana ease of transportation attachments to match your specific requirements. 
with a single one-ton dual-wheel pickup 
and trailer. 	 Leave root systems intact and erosion worries behind. 

GYRO-TRAC vehicles also come as a 

Visit our web site to view our 
	 multi-purpose track platform carrier version 

products in action at 
	

with 10.000 lbs. payload capacity. 
www.gyrotrac.com 

Creative Financing Program Available! 
4 

GYRO 	tRAC Charleston, SC Sales Office Toll Free: 800-490-TRAC 
Fax: 843-821-1587 
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Tree climber, Ground worker, PHC Tech-
nician & Sales/Arborist positions now 
available with Northern Virginia's premier 
tree company located in "one of the nation's 
richest counties.' 

Why consider RTEC Treecare? 

• Immediate growth positions for experienced 
people. 

• Excellent Pay and benefits 
• Friendly & Professional atmosphere 
• Training and Advancement 
• 30% annual growth provides excellent 

adancement opportunities. 
• "Recession Proof" DC Metro area 

Degree and certification a plus, training avail-
able. Individuals with exceptional experience 
and/or performance records encouraged to 
apply. Complete confidence assured. 

Plant Health Care. Climbing Arborist. 
Sales. Boston area company of professional 
arborists has sales, leadership and crew po-
sitions avail, for outstanding indiv(s) w/min. 
2 years exp. Candidates must be committed 
to highest industry stds. of safety, workman-
ship & cust. service. Exc. wage & benefit 
package, including pension (401(k)), medi-
cal, education & more. Send resume to: 
Lueders, P0 Box 920279, Needham, MA 
02492 or call 508-359-9905 or email 
LuedersCo@AOL.com  

Employment-Employment-Employment 

Ferrell's Jobs in Horticulture is the twice-a-
month national newspaper & website for 
Green Industry Employment. Employers & 
Job Seekers-contact 800-428-2474, or visit 
www.giantads.com . Since 1993. 

Call Andy Ross at (703) 573-3029, fax (703) 
573-7475, e-mail: andyross@erols.com  or 
web page: www.treestrees.com . 

RTEC ("Our Tech") Treecare. 

Established tree care company in Seattle, 
WA seeks experienced arbohsticlimber for fine 
pruning and removals. Certification a plus. Fax 
resume to 206- 522-7262 or call 206-523-6166. 

good rigging 
control system 

The GRCS features a Harken 44:1 self-
tailing winch for enormous lifting power. 
A unique system lets you mount the winch 
on a tree or a truck. You may also add an 
interchangeable rope brake. Captive fair-
leads position the rope on the winch drum 
for tangle-free operation. Self-tailing al-
lows true one man operation and instant 
locking off of loads without knots! The 
GRCS is simply the best lowering device 
available. 
30 day money back guarantee. 

Free Video Available 
Tel: 262.538.1703 
Fax: 262.538.0255 
E-mail

*T M 

	ggood@onebox.com  

TM good tree care co. 
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The Dave Tree Expert Company has 
immediate openings in tree, shrub and laum  
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation 
management. We provide on-the-job training, 
competitive pay and benefits, and offer 
opportunities for advancement 

To join our 
team contact: 

Personnel 
Department - 
1500 North 
Kent, Ohio 4 
1-800-445-TI 

dt 

; 
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Landscape / Full-time 
Openings for several skilled and entry- 
level landscapers/horticulturists at the 
WCS at the Bronx Zoo. Duties include 
planting trees, shrubs, flowering plants, 
pruning, fertilizing, watering and maintain- 
ing irrigation, nursery management, etc. to 
maintain the landscape beauty of this 265- 
acre facility. Candidates for the entry-level 
positions should have 1 year previous ex- 
perience in grounds maintenance or 
landscaping or an Associate degree in Hor- 
ticulture. Starting salary mid-20's. Mid-level 
candidates should have minimum three 
years experience with a landscape instal- 
lation/maintenance firm or public garden, 
with additional qualifications of heavy 
equipment operation or irrigation installa- 
tion. Starting salary low 30's. Candidates 
for all positions should have a high school 
diploma, valid drivers license. Excellent 
benefits package including three weeks 
vacation, full medical/dental & on-site park- 
ing. EOE. Please send letter indicating 
position applying for and current resume 
detailing education and experience to: Box 
HORT; Human Resources Department; 
Wildlife Conservation Society; 2300 South- 
ern Boulevard; Bronx, NY 10460. 

Production Tree Trimmer High volume tree 
service seeks high volume tree trimmer. Must 
be very productive. Better than top pay guar-
anteed. Arizona Treeworks 602-369-4008 

IRA Wickes/Arborists Rockland County 
based firm for over 70 years seeks qualified 
individuals with experience. Arborists / Sales 
Reps, Office Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers, 
Spray Techs (I PM, PHC, LAWN). Great ben-
efit package includes 401(k) matching, 
advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us 
out on the web at irawickes.com . E-mail your 
resume to info@irawickes.com . Fax us at 
(914) 354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes 
/ Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd., Spring Val-
ley, NY 10977. 

Interested in re-locating to beautiful Den-
ver, Colorado? Mountain High Tree Service 
and Lawn Care, an industry leader since 
1974, is hiring Tree Climbers, Plant Health 
Care and Lawn Technicians. We offer top 
pay, unmatched benefits and a modern fa-
cility with new equipment. Check out our 
website:www. mountain hightreeservice.com . 
Call our office: 303-232-0666 or fax your re-
sume to: 303-232-0711 or e-mail us: 
mhttree@pcisys.net . Please sent attn: David 
Entwistle. 

HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working 

Foremen. Climbers MUST have a mini-

mum of 5 years climbing experience (which 
includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take 
downs and removals) and a current drivers 
license (a CDL license is preferred). Fore-
man applicants MUST be a certified 
arborist (with knowledge of disease diag-
nosis and fertilization), have a minimum of 
5 years climbing experience (which in-
cludes pruning, shaping, rigging, take 
downs and removals), 5 years utility line 
clearance experience, experience working 
with cranes and have a current driver's li-

cense (a CDL license is preferred). Pay 
starts at $18.00 per hour but is based on 
experience. Benefits include paid medical 
and dental insurance, paid federal holidays, 
vacation pay, 401(k) pension plan and a profit 
sharing plan. Send resume with salary his-

tory and employment references to: 

Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc. 
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, Hawaii 96720 

Phone: (808) 959-5868 
Fax: (808) 959-0597 

continued on page 66 

FORESTRY BODY BUILDERS SINCE 1944 
Capacity From 12-213 to 35 Cubic Yards! 

STANDARD FEATURES: 

• 60" in Height 

• Double Panel Tailgate 

• 3 Die-Formed Corrugations 

in Front and Side Panels 

• All Galvanneal Construction 

• 40% More Welding for 

Added Strength 

Quality Sherwin Williams Acrylic Finish 
High Security Lock Rods on Tool Box Doors 

• Chassis Available... .And More! 
OPTIONS.- 

Removable Aluminum Roof • Dump-Thru Lift Gate 

'Customized Heights • Extra Tool Boxes 

SCHL7DORP 
885 Harmon Avenue, Columbus, OH 43223 

Call Mike Cassidy at: 1-800-288-0992 
Please circle 65 on Reader Service Card 
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Seattle, Washington 
Certified arborist with a minimum of 3 yrs. 
experience needed for a well-established, 
quality-oriented tree care company. Must be 
a motivated, enthusiastic climber who is 
skilled in safe climbing, removal, and fine 
pruning techniques. Year-round work, com-
petitive pay and benefits package. 
Professionalism and good attitude are a 
MUST. Stonehedge Tree Experts, 4000 SW 
Myrtle St., Seattle, WA 98136. (206) 937-
7428/ E-mail: debmark@juno.com.  

GRAPPLES FOR 
SKIDSTEERS 

"Now I have labor doing other 
things because cleanup is a one 
man project. I save time, injuries 
and money. And better yet, 
morale is upl" 

Bob Coleran 
Family Tree Company 
Hanson, Massachussets 

For More Information call: 

800-587-6656 

ImpleMax 
ImpleMax Equipment Co.. Inc. 
Bozeman, Montana 

Crew Leader/Arborist 
Are you an experienced crew leader? Can 
you lead and train others by example? Are 
you ready to grow into a Production Man-
agement position? If so, we have a position 
for you! We are a progressive tree care com-
pany providing high-end tree preservation 
services to an exclusive clientele. We are 
seeking a proven crew leader who can per-
form with, train, and manage 2 full crews. 
Arborist certification or the ability to certify 
within 6 months required. Paid insurance, 
vacation, sick leave and vehicle. 843-280-
1407; E-mail: totaltree@aol.com.  

Certified pesticide applicator needed to 
work with a tree care company in the metro-
politan DC area. Great benefits and salary. 
For more information, please call Chris Smith 
at (301) 948-5885 

Climbers Wanted: minimum of 3 years ex-
perience in all aspects of aerial tree care. 
Must have or be willing to obtain Class A CDL 
and ISA certification. We offer top wages, 
benefits and continuing education. Please 
call 770-992-1973 or fax resume to 770-518-
9527 (Atlanta, GA). 

Why choose SavA Tree? 

AMAZING 
PROPERTIES 
SavAlree arbo fists and landscape 
professionals work on many 
beautiful and prestigious private 
estates, public parks, botanical 
gardens, equestrian trails and 
historic properties in the northeast. 

If you are interested in working 
with incredible trees on amazing 

properties, call SavATree. 

Phone: (800) 666-4873, ext.153 
Fax: (914) 666-5843 

Visit our website! 

I 
SXVA RWEE® 
www.savatree.com  

TREE CARE PROFESSIONAL WANTED: 
Experienced, foreman quality individual 
needed at high-energy, fast-growing com-
pany. Excellent salary, benefits, company 
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast, 
Hilton Head, SC, Charleston, SC, Charlotte, 
NC and Savannah, GA. Call Historic Tree 
Preservation, Inc., at 843-556-8696. 

EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS 

Come Join One of the Largest Vegetation 
Management Companies in the United States 

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing tre-
mendous growth throughout the country, 
creating the following openings: 

Branch Managers 
Various loctions throughout the USA 

Immediate openings in 
VA & New England 

Responsible for managing day-to-day opera-
tions, including the supervision of field 
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree de-
sired with a minimum of 2 years experience 
working in the green industry. 

Qualified applicants must have proven lead-
ership abilities, strong customer relations and 
interpersonal skills. We offer excellent sal-
ary, bonus, and benefits packages, including 
401(k) and company paid medical coverage. 
For career opportunity and confidential con-
sideration, send or fax resume, including 
geographic preferences and willingness to 
relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Atten-
tion: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan 
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 800-360-
9333; Fax: 570-459-5500. EOE/AAP M-F. 

Climbing instructor wanted for Job Corps 
site in Kentucky. Candidate must have sig-
nificant experience as tree trimmer or tree 
trimmer supervisor plus knowledge of basic 
tree biology, tree l.D., safety standards, 
knots, and equipment use. Previous work 
with at risk young adults is a plus. Position 
available immediately. Please contact John 
Hosley, Pine Knot Job Corps Center, 606-
354-2176 or e-mail jhosley@acrtinc.com . 
ACRT is an equal opportunity employer. See 
www.acrtinc.com  for further information. 

District Foreman - We are looking for a 
special individual with a passion for trees, 
a proficiency in tree-climbing, leadership 
qualities and the right attitude to lead our 
production crews. The Care of Trees is a 
recognized industry leader in excellent cli-
ent service offered by our professional tree 
care experts. This position is in the metro-
politan DC area. If you are interested, 
please apply to Ron Rubin at (703) 471-
1427, E-mail at rrubin@careoftrees.com  or 
to Chris Smith at (301)948-5885. E-mail at 
csmith @ careoftrees.com  
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Experienced Professional Climber/Fore-
man needed to join our rapidly growing tree 
company. Arborist certification preferred, but 
not required. Class B CDL required. Con-
tinuing Education, training. Advancement 
potential. Fax resume to: Tree Works N. W. 
(360) 687-8843 or call M-F 8am-3pm 
(360)687-6095. 

2000 Spring Clearance 

Stump Grinders 
1996 Rayco 1672DXH 

72 hp Deutz Diesel, Swing-Out Controls 
652 hours. Very Good Condition $16,950.00 

(2) 1996 Rayco 1625 Super Jr. 
with Trailer. 25hp Kohler. 

Both Units Run Good $4,950.00 ea. 

Track Grinders 
1994 Rayco Ti 75 Stump Cutter 

175 hp JD Turbo-Diesel 
Completely Rebuilt - Exc. Cond. $79,500.00 

1993 Rayco T175 Stump Cutter 
Very Good Condition - $44,500.00 
1998 Rayco T175 Stump Cutter 

175 hp JD Turbo-Diesel with 
forestry mower attachment - $92,500.00 

1995 Rayco Stump Cutter 
175 hp JD Turbo-Diesel 

Good Condition - $72,500.00 
1999 Rayco T275 Stump Cutter 

275hp JD Turbo-Diesel 
Low Hours - Call Us! 

Tree/Brush Chippers 
1997 Morbark 2400 

200hp Cummins Diesel. Freshly Painted. 
Looks Great! - 29,500.00 

1997 Morbark EZ13 
76hp Cummins Diesel 

Very Good Condition $13,950.00 
1997 Brush Bandit 280XP 

200hp Cummins 
Low Hours - $33,500.00 

Track Chippers 
1997 Brush Bandit 1400 Track 

200hp Cummins Diesel 
Rotobec Grapple. 

Like New Condition. 

Only 600 Hours - $89,500.00 

ARBOR RECYCLING EQUIP. CO . 
P.O. Box 279 

Youngsville, NC 27596 

1-800-462-2447 

Fairfield County, CT - Growing company 
with over 20 years impeccable tree care ex-
perience is looking for quality-oriented 
individuals to join our staff. Experienced and 
professional candidates are needed. Re-
sponsibilities would include tree removal, 
cabling and bracing, truck and equipment 
maintenance. Supervisory positions are 
available. Excellent compensation, paid va-
cation/holidays, medical benefits, including 
dental and pension plan. We offer a drug-
free environment. Please contact O'Neill's 
Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box 2387, Darien, CT 
06820, (203) 655-7865 or fax resume to 
(203) 327-5455. 

Arboriculture 
The Wildlife Conservation Society seeks expe-
rienced tree crew to care for historic specimen 
trees and extensive urban forest at the Bronx 
Zoo. Care and maintenance of tree collection 
will be mixed with general horticulture opera-
tions in a public garden setting. Candidates for 
lead position must have minimum five years 
experience in arboriculture including tree climb-
ing, pruning, bucket truck operation, spraying. 
New York State driver 's license required. Sec-
ond position requires at least two years 
experience in arboriculture including tree climb-
ing, pruning, bucket truck operation and 
spraying. Candidates for all positions should 
have a high school diploma. Excellent benefits 
package including three weeks vacation, full 
medical/dental & on-site parking. EOE. Please 
send letter indicating position applying for and 
current resume detailing education and expe-
rience to: Box ARBOR; Human Resources 
Department; Wildlife Conservation Society; 
2300 Southern Blvd; Bronx, NY 10460. 

Tree Care Professional Wanted 
Sprays -Sales-Climbers -Office Personnel 

Send resume to: 
Gregory Forrest Lester Inc. 

5460 Alomar 
Cincinnati, OH 45238 
or Fax: 513-922-3348 

Tree Care Jobs 
Online classifieds & resumes 

www.treecarejobs.com  
www.greenindustryjobs.com  

www.irrigationjobs.com  
www.nurseryjobs.com  

Questions? Call 410-964-3800 

Exciting Career Opportunity 
for Tree Trimming Personnel 

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation 
management company with five (5) regional 
U.S. offices servicing railroads, utilities, in-
dustries and State departments of 
transportation for the last twenty years. 
There is an immediate need for the follow-
ing positions: 

• Climbers-Class I and II 
• Foreman and Bucket Operators 
• Tractor Operators 

CDL License, experience in arboriculture, ur-
ban forestry or related fields a plus. We offer 
excellent starting wages, company benefits, 
excellent working conditions and the oppor-
tunity for year- round work. For a confidential 
interview, mail or fax your resume to: 
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., 100 N. Conahan 
Dr., Hazleton, PA. Attn: Charlie Sizer. Phone: 
800-360-9333; Fax: 570-459-5500. 

EOE/AAP/M-F 
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Is your career path restricted in your current position? 

Are you looking to achieve above average earnings? 	 I 
Are you searching for on-going scientific training to help you 

achieve your professional goals? 

If you answered YES to the above, consider a career in sales with BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS, 
the international leader in scientific tree care. 

Due to expansion, we currently have openings in the following regions: NORTHEAST; METRO-NY; 
MID-ATLANTIC; SOUTHEAST; MIDWEST; TEXAS; CALIFORNIA. 

We offer an excellent compensation package, including medical and dental benefits, 401K, company car 
and more. 

If you have tree care sales experience or an aptitude for sales, combined with a degree in ornamental 
horticulture, urban forestry or a related field, call toll free 1-877-TREE XPT (873-3978) or send or fax a 

current resume to: 

	

BARTLETT 	Al an H. Jones 

	

Y 	
Bartlett Tree Experts 
1185 Five Springs Road 
Charlottesville, VA 22902 
Fax: ((804) 971-1331 

Scientific Tree Care Since 1907 
www.bartle(t.co,,z 
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oo YOU LOVE WHAT YOU DO 
If so, we need people like you. 
At Almstead Tree Company, we've built 
our reputation for professionalism and 
quality over 35 years. 
Become part of the experience. 

We offer excellent pay, great benefits. 
and opportunities in NY. NJ & CT. 

Good people are a/i I (uS rewarded. 

Please Jeruard your resume to... 
Kevin Rooney. Regional Manager 
58 Beechwood Ave.. New Rochelle NY 10801 

Phone: 800-427-1900 
Fax: 914-576-5448 Email: atc@hestkvch.net  

Visit our award-winning website at www.almstead.com  

a® 

Chemical Sales Representative - Come 
join one of the largest Vegetation Manage-
ment Companies in the United States. 
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. has immediate 
openings for Chemical Sales Representa-
tives throughout the U.S. Responsibilities 
include direct marketing of DBIs full product 
line of chemicals and related equipment 
throughout a regional territory. Horticulture 
or related degree desired, with a working 
knowledge of Vegetation Management 
Chemicals. (Minimum two years experience.) 
Qualified applicants must have strong inter -
personal communication skills. The 
candidate chosen will work out of a DBI Re-
gional Office and must enjoy travel. We offer 
an excellent salary and benefits package, in-
cluding 401(k) and company-paid medical 
coverage. For confidential consideration, 
please forward resume, including salary his-
tory and geographic preference in cover 
letter. Send or fax resume to: DeAngelo 
Bros., Inc. Attn: Charlie Sizer, 100 N. 
Conahan Dr., Hazelton, PA 18201 Fax: 570-
459-5500. EOE/AAP/M-F 

We Want You! 
Arborists, Plant Healthcare, 

Crew Leaders, Climbers 
Career team players. Work year round. Re-
location assistance, excellent compensation, 
retirement & benefits package. Fax, E-mail 
or send resume to: 

Arborguard 
P0 Box 477 

Avondale Estates, GA 30002 
Phone: 404-299-5555 Fax: 404-294-0090 

E-mail: sprophett@arborguard.com  
Web: www.arborguard.com  

CLIMB ERIGROUNDSMAN - Established 
tree care/removal co. seeking exp. tree 
climber and groundsman to continue our 
growth and success. Prefer hardworking, en-
thusiastic applicants looking for challenging 
work. Contact: HULSEY TREE, 1175 Thomp-
son Bridge Rd.,Gainsville, GA 30501, 
770-534-1596 

Come to Raleigh, NC, voted #1 city in 
USA. Position available for Climber/Fore-
man with quality-oriented tree care 
company. Excellent pay and incentives. 
Year-round work in a family community. 
Call Phil Crump (800) 655-5910. 

Experienced Tree Care Specialists - Chi-
cago North Shore. Full service tree care and 
landscape firm serving exclusive, residential 
clients has various positions in management 
& production. Superior compensation & ben-
efits package. Contact Robert Kinnucan at: 
28877 Nagel Court, Lake Bluff, IL 60044. Tel: 
(847) 234-5327; Fax: (847)234-3260. 

EXPERIENCED TREE CLIMBER 

Full service tree care co. in central NH 
seeking motivated and experienced tree 
climber. Drivers license a must! Applicant 
will have a mm. of 5 yrs. climbing exp. and 
work well with others. Excellent pay and 
benefits for right applicant. Great opportu-
nity with NAA and ISA member company. 
Send resume to Collins Tree Service, Inc.. 
P0 Box 16388 Hooksett, NH 03106 or 
email to: collinstree@mediaone.net  or call 
603-485-4761 

Bishop 
Company 

54 Years of providing 
arborist supplies to the 

arborist community. 

When it conies / 
to arborist 	I 
suppIies.. 

,) 	
&. 

0  

MEMBER 

VISA 
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We have rewarding positions currently 

open in the metro areas of Chicago, CT, 

NY, NJ, and Washington, D.C. 

-General Tree Care & PHC Technicians 

-Climbers 

-Sales Positions " Inner Of 

Bët 
Beverl\ Strom I Practices 
The Care of Trees 
2371 S. Foster Avenue 
Wheeling, IL 6009)) 
Fax: (847)394-1042 . CH1LAÜO' 

Ia S tro rna care () ttrec S.0 

Field Supervisor - Virginia 
Pittman Tree Company, Inc. is an estab-
lished full service tree care company 
performing services for utilities, municipali-
ties and other commercially oriented entities. 
We are seeking an ambitious, loyal & career 
oriented individual to handle crew supervi-
sion, training, scheduling & customer 
relations. Arborist certification or comparable 
preferred. Excellent pay, medical, retirement 
& company vehicle. Please send resume 
with references or contact Calley Pittman at 
P0 Box 531, Front Royal, VA 22630, Ph: 
800-708-1860, Fax: 504-636-4174, E-mail: 
pittman@rma.edu  

Expanding Chicagoland area tree care 
company has great opportunities for quali-
fied applicants. Positions open for sales, tree 
climber, foreman and PHC technicians. Ex-
perience in arboriculture, BS Hort., forestry 
or related green industry preferred. However, 
will train enthusiastic and hard working 
people. Possibility for internships. We offer 
competitive wages and benefits including 
medical and paid holidays/vacations. We 
have cake! 

Autumn Tree Care Experts, Inc. 
2091 Johns Court, Glenview, IL 60025 

Office 8471729-1963; Fax 847/729-1966 
E-mail: autumntreecare@ameritech.net  

25-year established company seeking ex-
perienced climbers/foreman. 'ertification 
preferred. Drug-free workplace. Please fax 
resume to (727) 507-TREE (8733) or call us 
at (727) 535-9770. Westenberger Tree Ser-
vice, Inc. Clearwater, FL 33760. 

Hiring: Experienced Tree Climbers 
needed with pickup truck and own equip-
ment. $250+ per day. Guaranteed 
year-round work in warm, friendly Baton 
Rouge, LA. Management opportunity avail-
able immediately. Call 225-683-3800 
Mon-Fri 8 to 9 am. Sat 10 to 12 am. 

Experienced Tree Trimming Specialist-
South/Southeast Region. Magnolia Tree 
Company, an established premier 53-year-
old company, is seeking experienced 
General Foreman or Division Managers. 
Excellent benefit package, competitive 
wages, 401(k) retirement, incentives and 
more. Territories with career opportunities 
include: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Tennessee and North Carolina. 
For career opportunities and confidential 
consideration send or fax resume, include 
geographic preferences and willingness to 
relocate to: Debra Hyde; P0 Box 6488; 
Jackson, MS 39282. Phone 800-222-8038. 
Fax 601-372-8611. 

FOR 
SALE 

1999 Brush Bandit 1850 Whole tree chip-
per, 350 Hrs., Cab with heat, heavy duty 
loader. Paint and machine are Mint condi-
tion. $70,000.1993 721 Hydro ax with mower 
and 22-inch saw head, cab with air and heat. 
Machine is in very good condition. $94,500. 
Call 440-647-4353. 

1992 Vermeer 672 Stump Grinder. New belts 
and bearings. $12,500 firm. Call 401-941-7204 

Alexander Equipment - the only used 
equipment source offering a full satisfac-
tion guarantee! We have a huge selection 
of used chippers and stump grinders.. fully 
serviced and ready to work! See our com-
plete inventory list on the web at 
www.alexequip.com  or call Matt or Steve 
at 630-663-1400. Alexander Equipment 
Company; 4728 Yender Ave; Lisle, IL 
60532. We can deliver anywhere! 

continued on page 72 

TREE CLIMBER! 
PRUNER 

T he Central Park Conservancy, 
a prestigious not-for-profit organi-

zation, is seeking a Climber/Pruner to 
work under the supervision of our Tree 
Care Coordinator. Responsibilities 
include tree pruning and removal, 
planting, balling and burlapping, deep 
root and surface fertilization, brush 
chipping, stump grinding, pest control 
and general area/equipment mainte- 
nance. Candidates for this position 
must have a minimum of one year 
experience operating a bucket truck 
and climbing with a rope and saddle, 
the ability to operate hand and power 
tools and perform heavy manual out-
door labor. Qualified candidates will 
also have tree and horticultural expe-
rience and a valid Commercial 
Driver's License. 

If this position seems to match your 
talents, and could capture your imag-
ination and commitment, please for -
ward your resume to us with position 
code C/P to HR Dept, Central 
Park Conservancy, 14 E. 60th 
Street, New York, NY 10022, 
Fax 212-310-6633, or Email to: 
hrdept@centralparknyc.org  

DkA r, , 	?A 
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55' Working Height 
Aerial Lift of Conn AL-50 
1991 GMC Topkick 
CAT 3116 Diesel 
Automatic Transmission 

1992 Ford F700 12' Chip 
Body with Tool Boxes and 

ManCab; 6.6 Diesel 

55' Working Height 
Asplundh LR-50 1991 
Ford F700 429 Gas with 
3 Cyl. Kubota Pony Engine 
5 Speed Transmission 

60' Working HE 
Altec LR II 

1999 Internatic 
4700 DT-466 Di 

r 	r 	 r fl 
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.-7 / 

r) 
Hi 

Forestry Equipment of Sheby, NC 
704.487.7245 Day • 704.481.3194 Evenings • 704.482.4685 Fax 

60' Working 
Height ALTEC 

LR 111-55 

A 	 - 

t
-_ i- 

- 

1992 GMC Topkick  
366 Fuel Injected 

Used and Rebuilt 	 Engine with Kubota 
Drum Chippers Available 	 Pony Engine. 

II 
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JJ 

55' Working Height 	 ! 1IIISuulL$IL 
Aerial Lift of Conn AL-50 	 z

l.. 

 

1992 Ford F700 6.6 Diesel  
6 Speed Transmission  

60' Working Hei $ 
Hi-Ranger XT-55 	I 

1999 International 4700 
DT-466; Air Brakes 
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FAX YOUR 

AD FOR 

FASTRESULTS 

1-603-672-2613 

1984-1990, chipbody with mancab start-
ing at 10K. Drum chippers start at $3,500. 
Ready to work. 610-395-3213 

- 	Ropes, Ropes, Ropes 
All types and brands of professional climb-
ing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse 
prices. Call for current price list. Free ship-
ping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings 
1-800-873-3203. 

QUALITY REFURBISHED & REBUILT 
USED EQUIPMENT FROM 
BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC. 

Hydraulic feed, hand-fed Chippers 
6-inch capacity: 
(1) Mighty Bandit,gas; (4) Model 65,gas; 
(1) Morbark Model 7, gas; (1) Promark 310, 
gas; (1) Vermeer 625, gas. 

J NATIONAL 
UTILITY EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LLC 

A subsi lu / [Altec. h/c. - *low, 
	fr4t 

im 
95-3870 1984 6MG 6500, gas, manual trans., 	95-4405 1993 Ford F800, diesel, manual trans., air 
hydraulic brakes, with an Altec A.A600 (0984AJ0901), 	brakes. with an Altec LR11155 (0892ABH0014). 60' 
55' working height, single two-man platform, new 	working height, single man platform, mounted behind 
cables and new paint, Mounted over rear axle with full 	the cab with a flatbed. $54000 or approximately 
line body. $26,500 or approximately $697! month 	$1,400/month w.a.c. 
w.a.c. 

95-3839 1987 Ford F800 diesel chassis. manual 
transmission, air brakes, with an Altec AM600 (0887-
R0614) 55' working height overcenter aerial, single 
rotating platform. with a flatbed body and thru com-
partments. Aerial has been refurbished and is RTW. 
$38,000 or about $980/month w.a.c. 

1 -800-952-5832 
205/620-3500 

www.altec.com  
In addition to completely refurbished units, we at National, also receive new 

trucks every day at locations all across the country. Do you know what you 

want? We can find it for you. Purchase the truck as-is, direct or let us custom 

build a unit to your specifications. The Choice is Yours. Contact us today or 

visit our web site at www.altec.com . 

Se Habla Espanol 

Please circle 53 on Rader Scr ice Card 

9-inch capacity: 
(2) 1993 90W Brush Bandits, 37 hp gas, 
new engines; (1) 1998 90W Brush Bandit, 
Perkins diesel; (1) 1998 90W Brush Ban-
dit, 80 hp John Deere; (1) Morbark Model 
10, 56 hp John Deere. 

12-inch capacity: 
(4) Model 200+ Brush Bandit, gas & diesel; 
(7) Model 250 Brush Bandit, diesel; (1) Model 
1200 Brush Bandit, 177 hp diesel; (4) Mobark 
Eeger Beevers, diesel & gas; (2) Vermeer 
1250, diesel; (1) Woodchuck WC-17, gas. 

14-inch capacity: 
(3) Bandit Model 1254, 200 hp diesel. 

17-inch & 18-inch capacity: 
(2) 1890 Bandit Intimidators, 200 hp die-
sel; (1) Morbark Model 17, diesel; (1) 
Morbark Model 2400, diesel. 

Towable Whole Tree Chippers: 
(2) Model 1400 Tree Bandits, 14-inch capac-
ity, 200 hp diesel; (2) Model 16 Morbark, 
16-inch capacity, 250 hp, Cat diesel; (1) 
Model 1900 Tree Bandit, 19-Inch capacity, 
425 hp Cat; (1) Trelan 18, 250 hp Deutz. 

Self-Propelled Whole Tree Chippers: 
(1) 1400 Track Bandit, 14-inch capacity, 
200 hp diesel, Cat undercarriage; (1) 
Model 1859 Track Bandit, 18-inch capac-
ity, 250 hp diesel, cat undercarriage. 

Waste Reduction Equipment: 
Model 3680 Beast Recycler, 375 hp 

John Deere diesel; (1) 1998 Vermeer 16 
400A, 400 hp Cat with loader; (1) 1998 
Duratech, 8-foot tub, Cat 3056; (1) 1991 
Innovator, 8-foot tub, Cummins 6BTA 177 
hp; (1) 1993 Willibald, 177 hp diesel; (1) 
1991 Jenz. 

Conventional Drum Chipper: 
12-inch Asplundh, gas; (3) 16-inch 

Asplundh, gas; (4) 16-inch Mitts & Merrill, 
gas; (1) 1600 Vermeer, gas; (1) 12-inch 
Wayne, gas. 

Bandit Industries, Inc. 6750 Millbrook 
Road, Remus, Ml 49340. Phone (800)952-
0178 or (517) 561-2270. Fax: (517) 
561-2375. 

Future Units Availabi 

'87 Altec LB650 55' work;ng height in CA 

'87 Altec LB650 55' working height in OR 

'88 Altec LB650 55' working height in OR 

'84 Altec A.A600 55' working height in TX 

'85 Altec AA600 55' working height in IN 

'86 Altec AA600 55' working height in CA 
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Saw Bars, Chain & 
Sprockets For Tree- 
Care Professionals 

World's most complete bar range. Lengths to 
72+ , double-ended mill bars, carving bars, 

sprocket-nose & hard-nose bars to suit every 
chain saw. Firewood processor bars too. 

1-800-765-9357 
FAX: 603-788-4529 
E-Mail: gbbars@together.net  

- 	Pro Chain + 

Spur &Rim 
I 	 Type Drive 

- Sprockets.  

*711 11 1L4 1 	1:n 
AM 	 live  

0007  

1  =: 

Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card 
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For Sale -500 gal. high pressure John Bean 
Sprayer. Excellent Condition. $5500. Call 
Mark at 732-446-7888, msavage@ 
monmouth.com . 

Hardware and software by an arborist for 
the arborist. For more information about the 
industry's best selling package, call or write 
Arbor Computer Systems, 117 Weston 
Road, Westport, CT 06880. Phone: 
203-226-4335. 

Equipment For Sale 
Chippers - 12-inch Drum - 20 Wood! 
Chuck, Chipmore, Olathe to choose from, 
1979-1990, $2500 to $4500. Trucks - Chip 
boxes only, most with Man cabs. 25 to 
choose from, Ford, GMC, International - 

1980 - 1991, $2500 to $7500. Call 515-
277-5631 during regular business hours for 
more information or use ext. 1913 to leave 
a voice mail message. 

BUSINESSES 
FOR SALE 

Tree Care Business For Sale 
20 years serving Maryland and the Wash-
ington DC metro area. Long term contracts. 
For information, call 301-942-7597 

continued on page 74 

For Sale 
1976 Ford SkyWorker with chip box, ex-
tra parts included, good deal at $12,500. 
Ford Truck 57-foot Hi Ranger, $25,000. Chip-
pers & stump grinders, some almost new. 
Call 419-294-2631. 

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with dump-
ing flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988 to 
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We can 
custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip 
boxes or continuous-rotation grapples. Call 
us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fab-
ricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, NJ. 
(732) 938-5779. www.atlanticboom.com  

Replacement Fiberglass Booms, Buckets 
and Accessories and Polyethylene Bucket 
Liners for most brands of bucket trucks-re-
pairs, too. Accessories include bucket saw 
scabbards, boom pole saw holders, bucket 
covers, tool boards and tool trays. For best 
price, quality and delivery, call Plastic Com-
posites Corp., Fort Wayne, IN at (800) 
747-9339. 

Can your stump cutter operate for $3 an 
hour and go anywhere? Ours can. The 
Alpine Magnum weighs just 88 lbs., can 
operate near fences, walkways, buildings, 
and sidehills. It can clear brush, dig shal-
low trenches and maneuver over soft 
ground without making tire tracks. Call or 
write: Alpine Machine, 7910 Thornbury St. 
S.W., Olympia, WA 98512-2368. (360) 
357-5116. 

Used Bandit Chippers 

6 model 250-XP, various engines, $15,000 
- $20,000. 1 model 250, $16,500. 3 model 
200, $12,000 to $16,000. Vermeer model 
1230. $9500. 

Blade Equipment, Inc. 
800-736-5060 

199340 GPM Minnesota Wanner Hyd. 
Sprayer. Three hose reels, 200 and 400 gal-
lon stainless steel tanks. On a 1983 Ford 
F700. $14,900.1996 12 GPM Rears Manu-
facturing Lawn Sprayer. Two hose reels 
200 and 400 gallon tanks on a 1988 F350, 
$6500. Call Jim at 612-473-0534. 

Buy my pants. Soican move our 
of my parent's basement. 

escred c a real tree crcer. Arc prced :o rro. e. 888-578-rREE. Ar 	ear 



For Sale–Greenville, SC tree care co. est. 
14 yrs ago. Both commercial and residential 
year-round work, tremendous growth poten-
tial, excellent reputation and very loyal 
customer base located in rapid growth area. 
Send inquiries to 110 Ford Rd., Greer, SC 
29651 

Sale of a Business 
Tree care company, active in North-Rhine 
Westfalia/Rhineland-Palatinate (Germany). 
Well-established operations, high profitabil-
ity, for sale short-term or long-term. Purchase 
price: o.n.o. (if needed, commercial property 
to be sold as well). Mail inquiries to Box WS, 
TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, 
NH 03103. 

Tree Service Company for sale serving 
the suburbs of Detroit, including some of 
the highest income areas in the USA. The 
assets include a wide range of late model 
trucks and equipment that meet OSHA stan-
dards, reliable and working every day. Strong 
IPM and tree surgery program and a strong 
management team. Business may be sold 
separately or with building and property. 
Owner will act as support unit upon request. 
Interest parties can request further informa-
tion may mail at Box PS, TCI, 3 Perimeter 
Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103. 

Established tree service in Charlotte, NC. 
Success has come to this tree surgeon 
through a 15 year track record. The work load 
is split 90% residential and 10% commercial. 
All equipment to do the job included in the 
sale. Present owner willing to stay on as a 
salesman/estimator, call Greg Ponder (888) 
676-0940. 

For Sale—Well established tree care 
business in Seattle Wa. Regular residen-
tial and commercial clientel. Truck, chipper 
and other equipment included. Excellent 
opportunity with potential for growth. Send 
inquire to Box LW, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, 
Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103. 

Established tree care business for 36 
years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Long-
term contracts and good workforce in place. 
Year-round work with good growth opportu-
nity. Possible owner financing. Box PL, TCI, 
3 Perimeter Rd., Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103. 

Well Established Tree & Firewood Busi-
ness For Sale - Established 23 years with 
excellent reputation and large client base. Lo-
cated in North Bay area of California in 
rapidly developing area close to San Fran-
cisco. Huge potential. $495,000. Retiring, call 
707-762-6719. 

PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES 

ArborGold Software 
Manage your customers  from the minute 
they call. Specialized software just for Ar-
borists. Proposals, Invoicing, Work Orders 
and much more! For more information call 
Tree Management Systems, Inc. today at 
800-933-1955 or download a free demo at 
www.turftree.com  

ArborWare, The Business Solution for 
Arborist, Landscape and Lawn Care 
Professionals includes complete cus-
tomer Management: Estimates, Proposals, 
Work Orders, Invoices, Statements, and 
Accounts Receivables. Also includes: cus-
tomer Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/ 
Disease control, chemical application and 
DOA reporting, maintenance and genera-
tion of Renewal contracts, scheduling/ 
routing of crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle 
Maintenance and DOT reporting, Job cost-
ing, Marketing and Management 
Reporting, comprehensive User Manual, 
and more ... call 1-800-49-ARBOR (2-
7267) for more information. 

Classified ad rates: $60 per inch ($50 NAA members), i-inch minimum. Payable in advance. Ad deadline is the 20th of the 
month, two months prior to publication. Send ad and pavmentto: TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit], Manchester, NH 03103 

• Financing and Shipping 1 -800-858-0437 
• Airport Pick-up Website: www.tamarackclearing.com 	e-mail: tamarack@northnet.org  

j •  Hotel Accommodations AV.l.-\f),k('K('LEARI.NGSERN - I(:E,LN('. PC) Box 370. ('anton. \Y 	13617 

• Chippers & Skidder Buckets 

:::: 

Many Other  

0) 1997-98 Woodchuck Mcoel 	WC17. Self 
Feeding  Disk Wood Chipper. Diesel, Low 

with 6 spd.. 55' w.h. Aerial Lift of Conn. Buck 

Hours,  Starting at: $12,500 
Truck. Complete Forestry Package, As New 

Cond.. 5,000 Miles Choice: $70,000 

Ii 
Sk ,iworkerwitr Alpine unit Ex Cond
Painted your choice of color . $40 030 

7 1988 	F 	 F 

Aerial Lift of Conn. Bucket truck,Very Good 
Cond., Starting At $37,000 

-Box 16 Chipper Dumps, 89 
Ford 	GMC. Starting at: $17,500 

- 	- 	366 Fl Gas, 5 spd., 2) 1" 	 - 	- '. 	 ..ier, F 	- P 	 -' U a 	ST  
AL 01 CT.. Kubota Pony Aspiundh bucket 50 eVery Good Rubber a. h Skyworker Bucket TruCK. Forestry 

Excellent Cond.. 29,800 Miles, $50,000 and Mechcanical Condition. $20,000 Packa e, Excellent Condition. $25,000 
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FIRST SIERRA FINANCIAL, INC. 

You know us as an industry leader, and as a member 
of the National Arborist Association (NAA), 

together we have formed a partnership. 

NATIONAL ARBORIST 
ASSOCIATION 

With every transaction, 
First Sierra contributes to NAA Member Services. 

First Sierra provides the financing - leases or loans, 
You select the equipment - new or used. 

Call or email us today: 

Eileen Gresens 	David MacDonald 
800.443.8301 	 800.933.7101 

800.343.0392 Fax 	 800.784.6664 Fax 
Marietta, GA 
	

Hatfield, PA 
ei1eengresens(Z sierracities.com 

	
davidrnacdonalth'ZI sierracities.com  
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Trees, Soils and the pH Concept 
By Norm Helie 

For coffee it's 5; for tomatoes it's 4; 
While household ammonia's 11 or more. 

It's 7for water, if in a pure state, 
But rainwater's 6, and sea water is 8. 

It's basic at 10, quite acidic at 2 
And well above 7 when litmus turns blue. 

Some find it a puzzlement. Doubtless their fog, 
Has something to do with that negative log. 

Doris Kolb 

Introduction 
Our New England trees are declining in growth rate 

and vitality because of calcium deficiencies. Calcium, 
the fifth most abundant element in trees, is an essen-
tial component for wood formation and maintenance 
of cell walls. The depletion of calcium, a base cation, 
from the rooting zone of trees results in acidification 
of soil, soil water and probable growth decline and 
dieback. Lawrence et al. (1995) suspect that acid rain 
deposition, cropping and natural weathering account 
for the decline and dieback of red spruce. Acidifying 
soil has been implicated in the decline of other tree 
species in New England as well. The species list in-
cludes, but is not limited to, American elm, white ash, 
sugar maple, white pine, and American beech. These 
species are hypersensitive to pH of the soil water near-
est the roots. 

The pH concept is not always thoroughly under- 
stood and discussed by professionals in the tree care 	- 
industry. Undoubtedly, we know pH affects nutrient 	-. 
availability, but we lack the technical information and 
knowledge of pH and how to make significant 
changes to the soil pH. This is a review of the pH 
concept and the technical information for pH adjustments in soils. 

The pH chemistry of tree sap is directly related to the buffering 
capacity of the soil. Trees, like soil, also have 
desired pH requirements. Trees in soil with 	pH 	0 1 
an undesirable pH are declining prematurely. 	[H1 10- ' 
The right pH is vital for tree life. 	 i i 

What is pH? 
If pH is a measure of acidity, then how Acidic 

come when pH goes up the acidity goes 
down? 

Many people find this concept confusing 
at first, and this is hardly surprising. Not only 
is the relationship between pH and acidity 
an inverse one, but it is also a logarithmic 
one. A decrease of a single pH unit corre- 

sponds to a ten-fold increase in acidity. 
When pH goes down by two units, acidity 
increases by a factor of 100. It sometimes 
takes a while for people to appreciate the 
simplicity of the pH concept and to realize 
how very useful it is. 

The pH concept originated in 1909 with 
a Danish biochemist, S.P.L. Sorensen, as 
the result of problems connected with the 
brewing of beer in which the control of 
acidity is important. Sorensen thought it 
was bothersome to have to say "the con-
centration of hydrogen ions in this solution 
is one hundred-thousandth of a mole per 
liter, when [H+]=0.00001. Why not sim-
ply refer to the solution as having a "pH 
57 Sorensen called the pH of a solution 
its "hydrogen ion exponent." Originally he 
wrote it as ph but simplified it later to pH, 
a small p and a capital H. The H stood for 
"hydrogen ion" and the p for "puissance" 
(French) "potenz" (German) or "power." 

A pH is the negative exponent of the hy -
drogen ion concentration. When [H+] is 0.01 then the pH is 2: 
and when [H+] is 0.0001 then the pH is 4 (Kolb, 1979). 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
l0 	 l0' 

I 
Basic 

10- ' 
65432 
	

1 
[H] 1014 	 10,  
pOHl4 13 12 1110 9 8 7 

Neutral 
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L 

(313)873-5454 fax 

For most practical purposes, the pH 
scale extends from 0 to 14. The midpoint 
of the scale at pH 7 represents neutral-
ity, with values below 7 being 
increasingly acidic and those above 7 in-
creasingly basic. Values above 14 and 
below 0 are possible for concentrated 
strong bases and acids. For all intended 
purposes and all diluted solutions, the pH 
scale is most useful. 

No matter how acidic or basic a solu-
tion might be, it must always contain 
both hydrogen [H+] ions (which are 
acidic) and Hydroxyl [OH-] ions (which 
are basic). The visual impact of Diagram 
1 by Professor Hubert N. Alyea in 1964 
is to emphasize the fact that all water so-
lutions contain both [H+] and [OH-] ions 
and the two must be in equilibrium. In 
neutral solutions. [H+] and [OH-] are 
both equal to 0.0000001 but as one of the 
concentrations increases, the other must 
decrease accordingly. 

The small p in pH can be translated 
"negative logarithm of," and it applies to 
quantities other than hydrogen ion concen-
tration. There is a pOH scale just like the 
pH scale, however, the pOH values below 
7 are basic and those above 7 are acidic. 
Usually pH is used for reporting both acid-
ity and alkalinity (Kolb. 1979). 

What is soil pH? 
Soil pH is the measure of the concen-

tration of hydrogen [H+] ions in the soil 
solution. This is also called active acidity. 
Active acidity is appreciably smaller than 
the cation exchange capacity for acidity. 
which is commonly called reserve acidity. 
Active and reserve acidity can be com-
pared to bees and the bee hive. The bees 
flying outside the hive represent the active 
acidity, while the bees inside the hive rep-
resent the reserve acidity. 

Reserve acidity is the soil's cation ex-
change capacity, which is simply the soil's 
most important chemical property that en-
ables a soil to hold positively charged 
cations. Both acidic cations. like aluminum 
and hydrogen, and basic cations, like cal-
cium. magnesium and potassium, are on 
the exchange sites. These acidic and basic 
cations are always in equilibrium with each 
other. When one increases, the other de-
creases. To explain this chemical reaction. 
soil scientists use a term called percent base 
saturation. Percent base saturation is sim-
ply the basic cations—calcium. 
magnesium and potassium on the soil's 
cation exchange sites. This makes a rela-
tionship between pH and percent base 
saturation simple and straightforward. It's 

CALL US FOR YOUR BEST 
CHOICE OF PRE-OWNED 

EQUIPMENT 
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acidity and high base saturation means al-
kalinity. A percentage base saturation 
reaching 100 percent results in neutrality. 
pH 7. (See Diagram 2). 

The correlation between pH and percent 
base saturation is roughly 5 percent base 
saturation change for every 0.01 change in 
pH. Thus, if the percentage base saturation 
if 50 percent at pH 5.5, it should be 25 
percent and 75 percent at p1-I 5.0 and 6.0 

7 

FH 
6, 

• • • • , • • . . . . . . . . .# 

5 
• 	pH vs % Base 
• 

47 
	

: 	

Saturation 

3 
20 	40 	60 	80 	100 

% Base Saturation Diagram 2 
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rheres no need to fi nd yourself up in 

the air, trying to decide which pruner 

pole gives you the best performance 
and the best value. Simply choose 

between either of our two fiberglass 

poles. Both are lightweight, meet OSHA 

safety standards and, with the addition 

of Kevlar, their unequaled strength to 

weight ratio is even better than before. 

We offer a complete line of pruning 

and sawing heads, and 
adapters too. In short, 

Jameson not only  

performs beautifully 	 ' 

over head, it 	4t' 	 I, 
provides lasting 	 i.4.,. 

value that makes 	 - 

Li 
your bottom line 	 ,. 
look good too 	* . 

:•i 

- 

AIM 

J i I  

JIVl ESON 
CORPORATION 

For information: 800.47993461 
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respectively. This is worth understanding. 
Diagram 2 reinforces this general relation-
ship of pH and percent base saturation. 

The percent base saturation is deter-
mined by the extracting calcium, 
magnesium and potassium in a process and 
series of extracting methods. The end re-
sult is a total cation exchange capacity 
known as the CEC. This CEC is recorded 
and the collected extracting solution is 
measured in sophisticated machines to 
determine their calcium, magnesium and 
potassium concentrations. The final step is 
a mathematical equation as follows: 

If the total percentage base saturation 
is 50 percent, the correlating pH would 
again be 5.5. 

What is a buffer pH? 
Why is it different from a 
soil pH? 

A soil pH measures the [H+] ion con-
centration of the active acidity (the bees 
outside the hive). While it is a negligible 
measurement of the overall total acidity, 
it is useful in monitoring pH in the field 
after liming and fertilizing. For the task of 
measuring the active acidity of the soil, a 
pH litmus paper can give reliable data. 

A buffer pH measures the active acid-
ity and a significant portion of the reserve 
acidity (the bees inside the hive). Here's 
how it is done. Adding a buffered solu-
tion with a pH of 7.5 to a soil sample 
displaces acidic cations on the cation  

exchange sites of the soil by reaching and 
equilibrium. The amount of decrease in 
the pH of the buffer solution is propor -
tional to the lime required to change the 
pH of the soil to a desired pH. This is 
called the lime requirement. Once the 
buffer pH is determined, then Table 1 can 
be used to find the amount of lime re-
quired to obtain a desired pH for plants. 

Measuring the soil buffer pH requires a 
correctly calibrated pH meter and a buffer 
solution. Normally, it is to the advantage 
of the arborist, both economically and pro-
fessionally, to have this laboratory work 

sub-contracted. Arborists should, however, 
be familiar with accurately collecting soil 
samples and interpreting the test results. 
Using the above table with a SMP buffer 
pH are vital steps in the right direction of 
solving many of our declining tree prob-
lems in New England. 

Why is the lime require- 
ment of the soil important? 

The pH of soil is as important as the 
pH of human blood. The normal pH of 
blood is 7.2 at body temperature. Varia-
tions in the pH of the blood by even 
one-tenth (0. 1) of a pH unit can mean se-
rious health problems. A drop of several 
tenths of a pH unit can result in coma and 
even death. 

When trees are in soil that has holisti-
cally an undesirable pH, the trees begin to 
decline. Then both soil and air borne patho-
gens can subtly move into the trees. Most 

Percent base saturation = 100 X Total Extracted Calcium, Magnesium and Potassium 
Total Cation Exchange Capacity 
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SNIP 	 Desired Soil pH 
soil-buffer 	 Or 

pH 	 Mineral soils 
7.0 	6.5 	6.0 

----tons pure CaCOIacre* 

6.8 1.1 0.9 0.8 
6.7 1.8 1.6 1.3 
6.6 2.4 2.0 1.7 
6.5 3.1 2.6 2.1 
6.4 4.0 3.4 2.8 
6.3 4.7 4.0 3.3 
6.2 5.4 4.6 3.7 
6.1 6.0 5.0 4.1 
6.0 6.8 5.7 4.7 
5.9 7.7 6.5 5.3 
5.8 8.3 7.0 5.7 
5.7 9.0 7.6 6.2 
5.6 9.7 8.2 6.7 
5.5 10.4 8.8 7.2 
5.4 11.3 9.6 7.8 
5.3 11.9 10.0 8.2 
5.2 12.7 10.7 8.7 
5.1 13.5 11.4 9.2 
5.0 14.2 12.0 9.7 
4.9 15.0 12.7 10.2 
4.8 15.6 13.1 10.7 

tions such as fusarium wilt (Marchner, 
1986). 

The important thing to remember here 
is that each of these tissues, both the xy-
lem and the phloem, has pH balance 
requirements for their survival. Each of 
these individual pH requirements works 
together in maintaining a delicate and 
harmonious pH balance. Normally the 
pH of the xylem (apoplast) is less alka- 

the soil's biological state. Earthworms 
are to a scientist like frogs to a biologist. 
When biologists notice a declining frog 
population. they are alerted to an envi-
ronmental problem that is directly related 
to the declining frog population. Like-
wise, when the earthworm populations 
decline in the soil, scientists correlate a 
decline of all living organisms. 

Earthworm population is the physical 
evidence of the soil's living organisms. 
When earthworm population is high (7 
to 10 worms per shovel) the soil is alive 
and rich in biological organisms such as 
protozoa and other micro-animals 
(Brady, 1984). 

It's a fact that the elements essential for 
plant growth tend to be toxic at low pH and 
limiting at high pH but reach their optimum 
level of plant availability at pH 6.8 to 7.2. 
At low pH. around 4, aluminum is at toxic 
levels and this deters root development. 
When pH is above 7.4, manganese, zinc, 
iron and copper are insoluble and not avail-
able for plant uptake. 

A soil near neutral pH is a step for- 
ward in the formation of stable 
soil aggregates. This beneficial 
physical property of soil is in-
fluenced by basic cations like 
calcium, magnesium and po- 
tassium. When there are few 

ganic 	cations. soil particle tends to 
oils 	disperse or repel each other be- 
_____ 	cause of their like charge. But, 

when the negative charges of 

0.6 	
clay and organic matter are sat- 

1.0 	isfied by base cations, they 
1.3 	reduce the electronegativity of 
1.7 	the soil. This allows and en- 
2.1 	hances the opportunities for 
25 
219 	natural attractive forces be- 
3.2 	tween particles and the 
3.6 	formation and stabilization of 
4.1 soil aggregates (Brady. 1984). 

4.7 	 The pH of the phloem is deli- 
5.2 	cately balanced by the basic 
55 	cation potassium. When the pH 
6.0 	of the phloem decreases, ph- 6.3 
6.7 	bern necrosis increases. 
7.1 	Moreover, when the pH of the 
7.5 	xylem exudate is unbalanced, 
7.8 

trees are increasingly predis- 
posed 	to 	pathological 

* Per 2,400,000 lb. soil (8-inch furrow slice). Actual 	infections. Calcium, a base cat- 
lime rate should be corrected based on characteris- 	ion, plays a vital role in 
tics of specific liming material to be used and depth 
of tillage. 	 balancing the pH of the xylem 

and it suppresses fungal infec- 
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pathogens are secondary and opportunis-
tically infect trees that have an unbalanced 
pH in the phloem (symplast) and xylem 
(apoplast). The pH imbalance in trees is di-
rectly related to the bent soil pH. 

The declining process begins with: 

diminishing soil biological life: 

improper nutrient availability (tox-
icity and deficiency); 

poor soil physical properties: and 

it ends with an unbalanced pH in both 
the apoplasts and symplasts in the tree. 

Justification for maintain-
ing a balanced soil pH 

It's a fact that limestone is a staple 
food for earthworms. Earthworm popu-
lations are reduced in acidic soil. Only a 
few species of earthworms tolerate a low 
PH; the majority of the species prefer a 
balanced pH (Brady. 1984). Earthworms 
are the "litmus test" for the condition of 

Table 1. Lime required to bring soil to desired 
pH as determined by SMP buffer pH 

H 
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line than the pH of the phloem (sym-
plast). Nevertheless, the pH in the xylem 
is 6.8 for a tree growing in a soil with a 
pH of 6.5 to 7.0. The xylem helps main-
tain the highly buffered pH of the phloem 
to 7.5 or 8.0. It does this by transporting 
the highly mobile potassium base cation 
from its innate pool of mineral nutrients 
into the phloem. This is a unique feature 
of potassium. It is the only element that 
is not incorporated into organic struc-
tures, such as proteins, but always 
remains an inorganic ion. It is vital in 
protein synthesis and pH balance. Lim-
ing treatments should also consider 
potassium requirements for soil and 
trees. 

Xylem sap is not just sugar water. Sugar 
is a small percentage, about 2 percent or 
less. Amino acids, organic acids. phenolic 
componds, hormones, minerals, salts and 
other components allow sap to be the 
physiological liquid with the right pH and 
buffering capacity for helping initiate 
growth within the tree (Morselli, 1996). 

Some professionals claim that trees 
grow in a wide range of pH. This is true; 
trees and shrubs do tolerate a wide range 
of pH. However, they prefer a narrow 
and specific pH. From the standpoint of 
the tree tolerating a wide range of pH, 
the only objective is the tree's existence 
and a superficial physical appearance. 
The philosophy is simple; "if it is not 
dead or dying, it must be okay." There 
is no consideration for the condition of 
the tree and its delicate and harmonious 
pH balance. 

Conclusion 
pH is the negative log of hydrogen ion 

concentration. pH is useful in determin-
ing the active and reserve acidity of our 
soils. There is a direct relationship be-
tween pH and percent base saturation of 
soils. When soils contain 80 percent cal-
cium, 10 percent magnesium and 5 
percent potassium, they are near pH 6.8 
and at optimum conditions for maintain-
ing the delicate pH balance in trees. 

Monitoring pH after liming and fertil-
izing can be done easily with litmus paper. 
If active acidity is above average (to ba-
sic) after liming, it will only be temporary. 
Sometimes a foliar application of fertilizer 
is necessary to alleviate chlorotic symp-
toms from excessive liming. 

The lime required to make significant 
changes to the soil is determined by a 
buffer pH and a lime requirement table. It 
is advisable to have the buffer pH profes-
sionally done by a sub-contracted 
laboratory. Liming treatments should be 
carefully calibrated in the field and some-
times include potassium fertilization. 

Trees are the direct beneficiaries of 
pure soil science and the pH concept. 
Managing soil pH is one of the most 
important steps in growing healthy trees. 
Trees in soils with an undesirable pH are 
declining because the highly buffered pH 
of the xylem and phloem is declining. 

Norm Helie is an arborist and re-
searcher with Tree Specialists, Inc., in 
Holliston, Mass. 
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ffive a FW 
By: Jeffrey Lee, Branch Management. Riverside. CA (909)319-7003 

Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry. 

The Widow Carter rocked 
to and fro on her creaky 

I 	
porch swing watching as Big 
Al Fontaine's number one 
man. Max Bunyan, wandered 
around aimlessly in her front 

-- yard giving directions to his 
crew: set up cones, fill the 
chain saw with gas, get the 
climbing equipment out. etc. 

	

\ 	 Seconds went by. turning into 

I 	minutes. Minutes whizzed by 

	

". 	 or what seemed like an eter- 
____________ 

 
nity before Big Al pulled up 
in the job site. The Widow  

was onBigAl like a hobo on 

Big . 	1 iIfllLllllt 
a ham sandwich. "We've been  
sittin

. 
 here fer dayz waitin 

on yer boyz to git their butts to clickin' and git my trees done!" 
Days that start off like this can easily turn a routine job into the 

ongoing job from hell. Dissatisfied customers, sloppy work, lack 
of profit. and let's not forget the ultimate breeding ground for an 
accident—are often the result of an unplanned job. What should 
you do? 

Maintain a complete job description for the crew: Nothing looks 
more professional than the crew hitting the job site like a platoon 
of well-trained U.S. Marines hitting the beach. Each person on the  

crew should have a compulsory task to handle–once on the site. 
For example, one groundsman should be responsible for setting 
out signs and cones, another qualified individual preparing chain 
saws for action, and of course, the crew leader checking thejob for 
hazards and other variables that can affect the 'plan'. 

Right tools available for the job: This one is self-explanatory, 
however, it never seems to fail that when an extra chain for the saw 
is needed most, it simply isn't there. When there are several people 
involved, the "I thought you took care of it" phenomenon occurs. 
Maybe a pre-job checklist, or have one person accountable for 
"tool loading" would help—so that items don't "slip through the 
cracks", and find their way to the jobsite. 

Emergency procedures: UH-Oh, let's say the unbelievable 
suddenly happens at our jobsite!! What do we do now? Do we 
call Big Al first? or 911?. oh. or ... let's see ... Hmmmm. Sound fa-
miliar?? This is a biggy since when a real emergency finds its' 
way into our laps, it is a bad time to try and figure out how it will 
be handled. Most companies have cell phones or radios avail-
able to crews on the job. If not, make it a practice to locate 
telephones in the area. It is a good idea to develop a standard 
list of numbers and routine procedures that work for you and 
your company that can be practiced. So. if the "real thing" 
should happen, you can respond calmly and methodically. 

After all is said and done, we all feel better about ajob that was 
thoroughly planned out, then executed. The crew feels satisfied 
about ajob well done, the company can taste a profit, and, without 
a hitch, the Widow can "git her trees done!" 
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Love thy neighbor—or 
at least her trees 

A Vancouver woman who hired a tree 
crew to top 24 trees got a much higher bill 
than she ever expected. In all, the job cost 
her more than $13,000 in damages and 
$10,000 in lawyers fees after a judge ruled 
she had no right to cut the trees—they were 
on her neighbor's property. 

According to the Vancouver Sun, the 
dispute began on May 28, 1998 when 
Lorraine Wolff came home to find tree 
cutters on her property who had been hired 
by her neighbor. Wolff immediately or-
dered them off the property before much 
damage was done. 

A week later, another crew arrived. This 
time, they managed to top 24 fir, cedar, 
birch and yew before Wolff stopped them. 

Winds claim millions of 
trees in France... 

Versailles is considered one of the 
world's residential masterpieces. But the 
gardens at the French countryside palace 
of King Louis XIV were all but destroyed 
by vicious windstorms that raked across 
Europe just before the New Year. 

Some of the trees, felled by winds 
clocked at nearly 200 miles per hour in 
some locales, dated to the Sixteenth Cen-
tury. Landscape planners are beginning to 
search for suitable replacements. 

A host of news reports have focused on 
the cleanup at Versailles as a high-profile 
example of devastation wrought on the 
continent by the December windstorms. 
Some experts say it could be two years or  

more before the cleanup is complete. 
France's National Forest Office esti-

mates the storms damaged between 260 
and 300 million trees. 

While China stands to 
Fam  

Arborists who are fluent in Chinese and 
are long-term thinkers might consider 
moving to Beijing. Officials in the Chinese 
capital announced in February that they 
would be planting 1.2 million trees this 
year alone. 

According to the Xinhua news agency, 
Beijing's mayor is determined to double 
the amount of green space in the densely 
populated city within the next decade. 

Speaking of planning 
ahead 

Knowing that he is facing a losing battle 
to save many of the city's fading roadside 
shade trees, the tree warden in Worcester, 
Mass., is proposing a novel approach to 
saving the city's trees. He wants to open a 
nursery in an unused cemetery. 

Parks Commissioner Michael O'Brien 
told the Worcester Telegram & Gazette 
newspaper that since he took office 10 
years ago, more than 1,900 trees have been 
removed, including 437 during 1998. 

O'Brien has asked for money to prepare 
a comprehensive plan to preserve the city's 
trees, including an inventory of stock, a 
nursery of up to 100,000 trees and three 
full-time nursery workers. One cause for 
alarm, he said, is that as many as 90 per-
cent of the 19,000 roadside trees in the city  

are of a single species: Norway maple. A 
single disease could devastate the stock, he 
noted. 

Citrus canker leaves a 
sour taste 

Southern Florida is grappling with an 
outbreak of citrus canker and experts say 
the entire lime-growing industry could be 
in jeopardy. 

An Associated Press article says the can-
ker has been spotted in at least 10 orchards 
in Miami-Dade County and farmers have 
been forced to bulldoze and burn trees to 
prevent further spread. Although the in-
fected fruit is not harmful to humans, the 
bacteria does make citrus unsightly and 
unmarketable. 

These trees survived 
the Y1  bug 

New research indicates that eastern 
white cedars on cliffs overlooking Niagara 
Falls may be as much as 1,800 years old. 
A story in the Ottawa Citizen cited the 
work of botanist Douglas Larson, who 
points out that not all old trees are tower -
ing giants and, in fact, the cedars over the 
falls have been clinging to life in rock crev-
ices for centuries. 

"The cedars live in a sort of miniature, 
pathetic nirvana," said Larson. Still, 
Canada's old trees have some time to make 
up before they can catch the grandfather 
of all trees in California's White Moun-
tains: a bristlecone pine tree, nicknamed 
"Methusaleh," that is believed to be 4.765 
years old. TCI 
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Aerial Rescue 
By Paul Goin 

T he call came on Sunday around 
noon, and my wife answered. 
The caller was upset and soon my 

wife was also upset. She wrote down the 
address and said we'd be there shortly. 
After she hung up, she told me the 
caller's cat was stuck in her tree. Now I 
was upset because it was Sunday and I 
was about to drive 30 miles to get a cat 
out of a tree. But my wife is an animal 
lover and I knew not to argue, so I started 
getting my gear together. 

I loaded my climbing gear, my wife 
and my 2-year-old son into the car and 
drove to a nice area of Denver with a 
lot of mature trees. The cat had chosen 
one of these trees to climb. The owner 
said her cat had been in the tree for four 
days. She'd tried coaxing it down with 
food, but it wouldn't budge. She'd noti-
fied the fire department, but they 
couldn't help. Animal Control said to 
leave the cat alone and it would come 
down on its own. She couldn't stand to 
hear the cat crying any more, so she de-
cided to call a tree company for help. 

The tree was a 90-foot Siberian elm. 

Since it was Sunday, many neighbors came 
out to watch the spectacle. The cat was in 
the lowest crotch of the tree about ten feet 
off the ground. I put on my saddle and 
tossed my rope into a crotch about ten feet 
above the cat and started body thrusting my 
way up. As I moved up, so did the cat. This 
went on until we reached the top of the tree. 
The cat went to the point where the 1-inch 
branches were too small to support me. I 
couldn't get to the terrified cat. 

There was only one way to put an end 
to the situation. I asked the spectators to 
get a bed sheet. Soon someone came out 
with a king-sized sheet. I instructed them 
to put one person at each corner and stretch 
it out to catch the cat. After everyone was 
ready, I shook the branch to make the cat 
fall. To see that cat spread out completely 
while falling 90 feet, and to see the people 
on the ground successfully catch him in the 
sheet was a great sight. Once down, the 
stressed-out cat shot out of the sheet and 
headed under the house. 

Everyone cheered and the owner asked 
how much she owed me. Before I could 
begin calculating, my wife chimed in, "We 
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couldn't possibly accept any money. We 
are animal lovers too." I didn't want to dis-
pute my wife in front of everyone. so  I said, 
"You're welcome," packed up my gear and 
went home. 

About a week later the same person 
hired my company to prune all the trees 
on her property—no estimate required. 
Other neighbors called for the same 
thing. My wife made a really good busi-
ness decision not to charge for that 
particular Sunday. We earned the trust 
of many people and sold thousands of 
dollars of work as a result. 

Animal Control got the idea that my 
company was the only one that would 
rescue cats in trees and consequently, I 
received two calls a month to perform 
these rescues. I have since sold my busi-
ness and my former partner, who bought 
it, is still providing the service. Here is 
a letter from a local paper. 

"Dear Editor: Just a note of thanks to 
a very fine man who, when no one else 
would help, 'climbed' right in there 
or up there! Ly Warren, owner/operator 

of Goin Tree Service, came to our res-
cue ... A kitten had been over 100 feet 
up in a tree for four days. Neighbors had 
squirted it with water and thrown rocks 
to get it to come down. Needless to say, 
it only climbed higher. Ly Warren roped 
his way up, opened a can of cat food and 
fed the cat a little, then put him in a towel 
lined bag, tied it on a rope and lowered 
him down. Lv Goin (the cat) is happy and 
clean in his new home. The kitty's full 
name is... Lv Goin Up!" 

Commercial Wood Processing Equipment 

1-800-340-4386 

Paul Gain is an arbori.st working in the Neth
erlands for Pius Floris Boomverzorging. Ly 
Warren is an arborist and owner of Gain 
Tree Service Inc., Golden, Co. TCI 

Do you have a story 
From the Field? 

TCI will pai' $100 for published ar-
ticles. Submissions become the 
properly of TCI and are subject to ed-
iting for grammar, style and length. 
Entries must include the name of a 
company and a contact person. Please circle 75 on Reader Service Card 
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Ready to feel fifty feet tall? 
Are you ready for a Stihi? The Stihl 020T makes it perfect for working in trees. 	way toward keeping you off the ground. 

is so lightweight and well balanced, it And with legendary Stihi dependability 	1800 GO STIHL . www.stihlusa.com  •YeIIow Pages under 'saws" 

feels like an extension of yourself. Which built right in, your $459.95 goes a long 

STIHL® 
Number One Worldwide 
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